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§0. Introduction
Harish-Chandra’s celebrated Plancherel formula (see [6b,c,d]) applies to
real reductive Lie groups G whose component group G/G° is finite and
such that [GO, GO]has finite center. That class includes all finite coverings of real reductive linear algebraic groups, but it does not include all
real connected semisimple Lie groups. In this paper we obtain the
Plancherel formula for a somewhat larger class of groups that does
contain all real semisimple groups. The method is necessarily quite
different from that of Harish-Chandra.
We deal with the class of Lie groups introduced in [17a,b,c] by one of
us in 1972. See §1 below for the precise definition. This is a class of
reductive groups that contains all the connected real semisimple Lie
groups and that contains all Levi components of cuspidal parabolic
subgroups. For example, it contains the simply connected covering
groups of the analytic automorphism groups of the bounded symmetric
domains; those are not in Harish-Chandra’s class. The stability under
passage to Levi components of cuspidal parabolic subgroups is, as in
Harish-Chandra, necessary for consideration of the various series of
representations used in harmonic analysis on the group.
The point of [17c] was a geometric realization of certain unitary
representations. This required a "quick and dirty" extension of HarishChandra’s Plancherel formula. While that extension was sufficient for the
geometric applications, the Plancherel densities mj,03B6,03BD were only analysed
to the extent of their measure-theoretic properties, and it is stated there
that "In fact our proof should be considered provisional: if one carefully
follows the details of Harish-Chandra’s argument, he should be able to
extend that argument to our case, proving the mj,03B6,03BD meromorphic as
well." When Harish-Chandra’s proof was finally made available ([6,b,c,d])
this prognosis turned out to be too optimistic.
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Institute. Partially supported by NSF Grant MCS-82-00495.
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However an alternate proof of the Plancherel theorem by one of us for
the class of linear semisimple groups suggested a method for computing
the Plancherel densities explicitly. Our approach has two components.
First, we use a technique from [17c] for replacing the center of a
reductive group by a circle group, and reduce the explicit Plancherel
formula for the general class (1.1) to a special class (1.2). Second, we
extend the character theory and orbital integral methods of [7a,b,c,d,e] to
prove the Plancherel theorem for this special class. This method can be
summarized as follows.
Let G be a group in the special class (1.2) and T a fundamental
Cartan subgroup of G. For t e T’, the set of regular elements of T,
f e C~c(G), the integral of f over the orbit of t is given by

where 0394 is the usual Weyl denominator and dx is a G-invariant measure
on G/T. Harish-Chandra proved that there is a differential operator D
on T and a constant c so that
DFf extends continuously to all of T and

This formula can be used to obtain the Plancherel formula as follows.
We first obtain a Fourier inversion formula for the orbital integral. That
is, we find a measure d 7T on G and functions c(03C0, t), t ~ T’, so that

We then differentiate and take the limit as t - 1 on both sides of
equation (0.3) to obtain the Plancherel formula.
This method was first used by P. Sally and G. Warner to prove the
Plancherel theorem for linear groups of real rank one [11]. Obtaining the
Fourier inversion formula for orbital integrals in groups of higher rank
was a difficult problem since it required formulas for discrete series
characters on noncompact Cartan subgroups. In [7b] the approach of
Sally and Warner was modified to obtain the Plancherel formula for
linear groups of arbitrary real rank via the stable orbital integrals given

by

where W is the full complex Weyl group. The Fourier inversion formula
for stable orbital integrals required only formulas for stable discrete
series characters, that is the sums of discrete series characters with the
same infinitesimal character. The determination of these stable characters
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in terms of two-structures allowed the Fourier inversion problem for
arbitrary linear groups to be reduced to the cases of SL(2, R) and

Sp(2, R).
For non-linear groups the action of the complex Weyl group on the
Lie algebra of T does not always lift to the group, so that stable orbital
integrals and stable characters do not exist. Thus it is necessary to work
with the orbital integrals directly using formulas in [7d] which recover
discrete series characters in terms of stable discrete series of Shelstad’s
endoscopic groups. The Fourier inversion formula for orbital integrals on
linear groups was obtained in [7d] using these discrete series character
formulas. The methods used there can be extended to the groups satisfying (1.2). As in the linear case the final Fourier inversion formula is
expressed in terms of two-structures. Once the Fourier inversion formula
(0.3) has been obtained, the differentiation to obtain a formula for f (1) is
routine.
In the case that G is of Harish-Chandra class, our result agrees with
the product formula of Harish-Chandra [6d]. Indeed the product formula
persists for the general class of groups considered here. However our
methods are completely different from those of Harish-Chandra, his
method being to use the formidable analytic machinery of intertwining
operators, c-functions, and Eisenstein integrals to first prove the product
formula. Then he needs to make direct computations only in the rank
one situation. Our method is to reduce to the class of groups (1.2) where
we derive a Plancherel formula in terms of the two-structures used for the
Fourier inversion of the orbital integrals. Thus our formula appears
initially as a product of factors corresponding to groups G such that G/S
is isomorphic to one of the groups SL(2, R) or Sp(2, R), S the central
circle subgroup of G. It is a messy computation to check that in the
Sp(2, R) case our formula agrees with the Harish-Chandra product
formula. It should be emphasized that although our formula is more
general than that of Harish-Chandra and our proof different, his product
formula served as an inspiration as to how simple and elegant the final
formula should be.
In the case that G is the simply connected covering group of SL(2, R),
our result agrees with that of L. Pukànszky [9]. His second proof has
some elements in common with our proof since it uses the tools of orbital
integrals and character theory.
Finally, P. Dourmashkin has recently proved the Poisson-Plancherel
formula for simply connected equal rank groups of type Bn [1]. This
formula expresses the Plancherel formula for G in terms of Fourier
analysis on its Lie algebra and the orbit method. (See [13].)
Our class of real reductive groups arises naturally in several areas. Its
prototype members are the universal covering groups of the analytic
automorphism groups of bounded symmetric domains. These, of course,
come up in Riemannian and Kaehlerian geometry and in automorphic
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function theory. They also play an important role in unitary representation theory.
If D G/K is a bounded symmetric domain, then passage from G to
its universal covering group G replaces one of the discrete series parameters by a continuous parameter. This allows continuation arguments,
both for analysis on G and G, and for construction of the holomorphic
discrete series. See Sally [10], Wallach [15] and Enright-Howe-Wallach
[3]. More generally, if G is a real semisimple group and 0 is a Cartan
involution, one considers 0-stable parabolic subalgebras q m + u + of
the complexified Lie algebra gC, applies continuation methods to
Harish-Chandra modules of m q n g, and constructs and analyses
representations of G obtained from those of m by the Zuckerman
functor technique. See Enright-Parthasarathy-Wallach-Wolf [4a,b], Enright-Wolf [5], and Vogan [14]. This sort of analytic continuation technique is, at the moment, one of the principal methods for constructing
singular unitary representations. The analytic consequences of that construction have not yet been explored.
Continuation techniques have been standard for some time in the
study of nilpotent groups. Now that the theories of solvable groups and
of semisimple groups are being j oined, we expect that our general class of
reductive groups will be a natural setting for " the reductive part" in a
more extended context.
For example, Duflo’s general Plancherel formula [2] for finite coverings of real linear algebraic groups depends on reduction to HarishChandra’s formula for the semisimple case. Our results can be used to
study groups locally isomorphic to real linear algebraic groups.
In §1 we discuss our general class (1.1) of reductive groups and a
subclass (1.2) to which the orbital integral method will be extended. We
collect some structural information needed for the study of the special
class (1.2) and some structural information used in carrying the Plancherel
theorem from the class (1.2) to the general class (1.1).
In §2 we establish notation and set up character formulas for the
orbital integral approach, in §§3 through 5, to the Plancherel theorem for
the special class (1.2) of reductive groups.
In §3 we indicate our general method by deriving the explicit Plancherel
formula for the universal covering group of SL(2; R). In any case, much
of this material is needed in §§4 and 6. The main results are Theorem
- 3.14 (for associated groups in class (1.2)), Theorem 3.25 (the relative
Plancherel formula) and Theorem 3.26 (the global Plancherel formula).
Here "relative" refers to a unitary character on the center of the group.
In §4 we derive the Fourier inversion formula (Theorem 4.11) and the
Plancherel formula (Theorem 4.18) for the special class (1.2) of reductive
groups. This is the main analytic part of the paper. In order to carry it
out we develop appropriate extensions of a number of results on orbital
integrals and unitary characters.
=

=

=
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In §5 we carry out some specific calculations on Sp(2; R) and its
universal covering group, to which some results were reduced in §4 using
the theory of two-structures.
In §6 we carry the Plancherel formula from the special class (1.2) to
our general class of reductive groups. This goes as in §3 but is somewhat
more delicate. The main results are Theorem 6.2, the relative Plancherel
formula, and Theorem 6.17, the global Plancherel formula. These results
are the goal of the paper.

§ 1. Group structure preliminaries
The Lie groups for which
Lie groups G such that
if g e G then

and G has

a

we

Ad ( g )

obtain Plancherel formulas

are

the reductive

automorphism of

gc

(1.1a)

is

an

inner

closed normal abelian

subgroup

Z with the

identity component Go,
ZG° has finite index in G, and
Z n G° is co-compact in the center ZGo of Go.

properties

Z centralizes the

(l.lb)

[17c,§0], this is a convenient class of reductive groups
that contains every connected semisimple group and is stable under
passage to Levi components of cuspidal parabolic subgroups. The
"Harish-Chandra class" of groups is the case where G/G° and the center
of [G0, G0]are finite.
In §4 we will obtain our formulas for the special case where

As discussed in

G is a connected reductive Lie group,
G has a central circle subgroup S
with G1= G/S semisimple,
G1 is an analytic subgroup of the simply connected
complex Lie group (G1)C.

(1.2)

Then in §6 we "lift" the Plancherel formula from the special case (1.2) to
the general case (1.1). In this section we work out some structural
information, not contained in [17c], which is needed to treat the case (1.2)
and to carry the result to the general case (1.1).
PROPOSITION 1.3: Let G1 be a connected noncompact simple Lie group that
of hermitian type, i.e. such that G1/K1 is not an hermitian
symmetric space. Suppose G1 c G1c where the complex group Glc is
G1 be the universal covering. Then either
simply connected. Let ql:
is not

1 ~

q1 is

one

to

one or

q1 is

two to one.
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TABLE 1

G11 be the adjoint group of G1. Let K1, K1 and K1 be the
maximal compact subgroups of G1, G1 and G1. Let Z(·)
denote the center, and 21 ker ql, so Z(G1) ~ Z(1)/1.
PROOF: Let

respective

=

Case 1 : rank KI rank G1. Then the Cartan involution of G1 is an outer
automorphism and Z(K1)={1}. So Z(K1)=Z(G1), Z(K1)=Z(G1)
and Z(1) Z(1). If G, is a complex group then 1
G, and 21 = {1},
i.e. ql is one to one. The other cases are as shown in table 1. The only
non-obvious fact here, that [Z(G1)] 1 for G1 = E6,C4’ is because in that
=

=

=

case

K1 rank Gl. Then the Cartan involution of G1 is an inner
automorphism so, since G1 is not of hermitian type, [Z(K1)]=2. So
Z(K1)/Z(G1), Z(K1)/Z(G1) and Z(1)/Z(1) all are of order 2, and
Z(G1) Z(G1C). The cases are shown in table 2.
Case 2: rank

=

TABLE 2

=
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Table 3

[1]is

Since

1

or

2 in all cases, ql is

one to one or two to one

in all

cases.

QED
PROPOSITION 1.4: Let G1 be a connected noncompact simple Lie group of
hermitian type. Suppose G1 c G1c where the complex group G1c is simply
connected. Let ql: 1 ~ G1 be the universal covering and let .21 ker ql.
Let KI be a maximal compact subgroup of G1 and
q-11(K1) the
corresponding subgroup of 1. Then [K1, Kl] is simply connected, .21 ~
[ Kl, Kl (11, and is infinite cyclic.
=

k,

=

.21

PROOF: The fastest way to see that [K1, K1]is simply connected is to run
through the cases shown in table 3. Now ql :
[K1, K1] is one
to one so 21 ~
As
] R,
proj ects iso1]={1}.
of
to
a
discrete
the
additive
thus .21 is
and
reals,
morphically
subgroup
infinite cyclic.

[KI,

[ KI, 1] ~
K- 1 [1, Kl
.21

QED
As

an

§5. Let

example of Proposition 1.4, we derive a specific result needed in
satisfy (1.2) with

G

the group of all real 4 X 4 matrices m such that m . i ..lm = 03BE where 03BE
0
maximal compact subgroup K1
U(2) has [K1, K1]

=( I2 0). Its

=

2

SU(2) simply connected, so the universal cover G, - G1 GIIZ gives
isomorphism of [1, 1]onto [ KI, KI ], and e spans the center of t 1.
Write Ei,j for the 4 4 matrix with 1 in the (i, j) place, 0 elsewhere, so
=

an

=
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the

split

Cartan is

and the roots and root vectors

are

given by

8, define Z03B4 X03B4 - Y03B4 and 03B303B4
Zal, - Z03B12 ~ [1, 1] and Z03B11 + Z03B12 = 03BE.
For any root

=

=

exp(03C0Z03B4). Notice Z03B21, Z03B22,
G1 we compute 03B303B11

In

[K1, Kl] now we still hâve 03B303B21 = 03B303B22 = 03B303B1103B3-103B12 = - I ~ SU(2) =[KI, Kl] ~
G1, and y«ly«2 generates the
into G, where we thus have

(infinite cyclic)

center of

G1.

This

03B303B1 03B3-103B12

in the groups G that satisfy (1.5a), 03B303B21 = 03B303B22=
is a central element of order 2, and 03B303B1103B303B12 is a
central element whose square lies in S.

persists

(1.5c)

Here is an indication of the route along which we carry the Plancherel
formula from the special class (1.2) to the general class (1.1).
Let G be a reductive Lie group in our general class (1.1). Without loss
of generality we replace Z by ZZG0, so Z n G0 ZG0. In other words,
=

is
For every

a

centerless connected

unitary character 03B6 ~ Z

we

have

semisimple group.
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where S {ei03B8} is the circle group. Note that S is the center of
because ZG0 ~ G[03B6]induces G[03B6]/S ~ ZG0/Z G1.
=

G[03B6]

=

LEMMA 1.8 : There is a finite covering q03B6: [03B6 ]~ G[03B6] with the following
property. The identity component of the center of [03B6] is a circle group S,

and the

is an

semisimple group

analytic subgroup of the simply

connected group

G1c.

PROOF: G[03B6] has universal cover cp: G, X R - G[03B6] where G, is the
universal cover of CI. Note that (ker cp) c 1 X R where Z, is the center
of 1. Let Z’1 be the finite index subgroup of 1 such that 1/Z’1 is an
analytic subgroup of the complex simply connected group with Lie
algebra g1C. Define B = (ker ~) ~ (Z’1 R) and [03B6] = (1 R)/B.
Then 99 factors as

The multiplicity of a is the index of B in ker (p, which is bounded by the
index of Z’1 in .21 and thus is finite. As ~(R) = S now,8(R) is a central
circle subgroup ~ [03B6] with 03B1() = S. Since G[03B6] has center S, [03B6]
has center a-’(S), in which S has finite index; so is the identity
component of the center of [03B6]. Also (1 X R)/((ker (p)!R)
G[03B6]/~(R) = CI is centerless, so .21 c ker ~ and thus [03B6]/
[03B6]/03B2(R) = (GI X R)/BR G,IZ’; so [03B6]/ is in the simply connected complex group Glc.
=

=

=

QED

proceed as follows. For every 03B6 ~ Z, [03B6] belongs to the
class
(1.2) of reductive groups, so its Plancherel formula cornes
special
out of the results of §4. The Plancherel formulas for the finite quotients
G[03B6] follow. We transfer those to the relative Plancherel formulas for
ZG0, sum to get the global Plancherel formula for ZGO, and extend that
to G.
The representations and distributions involved in these Plancherel
formulas all are constructed in terms of conjugacy classes of Cartan
subgroups. In order that these constructions be coherent, we need
We

now

PROPOSITION 1.10 : There are natural one to one correspondences between
the sets of all Cartan involutions 01 G, of ZGO, of GO, of the G[03B6], of the
[03B6], of the G[03B6]/S, and of the
specified by: two Cartan
involutions correspond if they agree on [g, g]. There are natural one to one

[03B6]/,
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correspondences between the sets of all Cartan subgroups of those groups,
specified by: two Cartan subgroups correspond if their Lie algebras have the
same intersection with [ g, g]. Given a corresponding collection of Cartan
involutions and a corresponding collection of Cartan subgroups, if one of the
Cartan subgroups is invariant then all are invariant. If two Cartan subgroups in one of G, ZGO, Go, G[03B6], [03B6], G[03B6]/S or [03B6]/, are
conjugate, then the two corresponding Cartan subgroups in any other are
conjugate.
PROOF: This is clear except possibly that G-conjugacy of Cartan subHl and H2 of G implies G0-conjugacy of Hl ~ G0 and H2 ~ Go.
By (l.la) [17c, Remark 4.2.4], that is known.

groups

QED
We will normalize Haar measures on the above groups as follows,
assuming as in (1.6) that Z has been enlarged if necessary so that
Z ~ G0 Zeo. [03B6] is a group of type (1.2) and its Haar measure is
normalized as in [16,8.1.2]. Haar measure on G[03B6]is then normalized so
that
=

where F is the kernel of the finite covering from (1.8). Normalize Haar
measure on S so that it has volume one and define Haar measure on
G[03B6]/S so that

We then transfer the measure d(xS) on G[03B6]/S to a measure d(xZ) on
the isomorphic group ZG0/Z. Fix a Haar measure on ZG(G0); if
ZG(G0) is compact, use the Haar measure of volume 1; and use counting
measure if it is an infinite discrete group. Specify measures on Z and

ZG0 by

If

we now

normalize Haar

measure on

G

so

that
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this will be independent of the choice of Z
normalize a measure on Z so that if

satisfying (l.lb). Finally,

we

we have

If

Ze( GO) is compact then d03B6

is

counting

measure on

Z.

§2. Preliminaries on characters and orbital integrals
In this section we set up notation and state formulas which will be
needed in sections 3, 4, and 5. Throughout this and the next three
sections G will be a group satisfying (1.2).
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G with Cartan involution
0. For any 0-stable Cartan subgroup J of G we will write J =’ JKJp where
JK J ~ K and the Lie algebra of Jp is in the (-1)-eigenspace for 0. The
set of roots of g c with respect to j c will be denoted by 03A6 = 03A6(gC,c ).
The subsets of (D taking real and pure imaginary values on i will be
denoted by 03A6R(g, i) and 03A6I(g, i) respectively. Let 03A6CPX(g, i) = f a E
03A6|03B1 ~ 03A6R(g, i) ~ 03A6I(g, i)}. For 03B1 ~ 03A6CPX(g,i), there is 03B1 ~
03A6CPX(g, i) satisfying 03B1(X) 03B1(X) for all X ~ I. 03A6+ denotes a choice of
positive roots in 4Y. We always assume that 03A6+ is chosen so that for
=

=

03B1 ~ 03A6+CPX(g, j), 03B1 ~ 03A6+CPX(g,D.
For any root system (D, L(03A6) denotes the weight lattice, W(03A6) the
group of (D, and 03C1(03A6+) = 1 203A303B1, 03B1 ~ 03A6+.
Let W(G, J) = NG(J)/J where Ne(J) is the normalizer in G of J.
Then W( G, J ) acts on j, but not necessarily on J since J need not be
abelian. Write Jo for the center of J and define W(G, J0) = NG(J)/J0.
As before, we write superscript 0 to denote the identity component. Write
~ exp(ijp)) where KI
KIS ç Gl, exp(ijp) ç G1c, and
7T: G ~ G 1 denotes the projection of G onto G= G/S.
For a E 03A6R(g, i) let Hâ be the element of ip dual to = 2a/(a, a)
under the Killing form. Let Xa, Y,, be elements of the roots spaces g03B1,
g-03B1 respectively so that 03B8(X03B1) = Y« and [Xa, Ya] = H:. Write Z03B1 = XaYa and set 03B303B1=exp(03C0Z03B1). Then 03B303B1 ~ Z(ip). Further, Z(ip) ~ JK and
This decomposition is not direct since, in particular,
Let LJ = Zg(Jp), the centralizer in G of Jp, and write
Lj MJJp in its Langlands decomposition.
Fix a 0-stable Cartan subgroup H of G and write T = Hx , A Hp,
L LH, M M,. There is a series of unitary representations of G

Weyl

Z(ip) = 03C0-1(K1

=

JK = Z(ip)J0K.
S ~ Z(ip) ~ J0K.
=

=

=

=
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associated to H as follows (For details see [17c]). T0 is a compact Cartan
subgroup of the reductive group M °. Let L = {~it*|03BE(exp H)=
exp((H)) gives a well-defined character of T0 }, L’ = { ~ L|~, 03B1~ ~ 0
for all a ~ 03A6} where 03A6 = 03A6(mC, tC). Choose a set (D ’ of positive roots
for 0. For ~ L’, set ~() = sign 03A003B1~03A6+~03B1, ~. If ~ Ls = LBL’, we
1. Let qH = 2 dim(M/M ~ K). Corresponding to each T E L
set ()
there is an invariant eigendistribution on M0 which is given on (T0)’,
the regular set of T °, by
=

where Ol’’t(t) 03BE03C1(t)03A003B1~03A6+(1- 03BE-03B1(t)), p 03C1(03A6+).
For T E L’, 0, is the character of a discrete series representation 03C0 of
M0. For TELs, 0, is a singular invariant eigendistribution which is an
alternating sum of characters of limits of discrete series representations
[8]. We will need formulas for 0, on noncompact Cartan subgroups of
Mo. As in [17c] the formula of Harish-Chandra for this situation which
we state as (2.2) can be extended to the compact center case without
difficulties.
Let J be a 0-stable Cartan subgroup of M0. We assume that JK ç T0
and let y denote an element of Int(mc) which gives the Cayley transform Ad y: tc - ic. For j ~ J, let 0394M(j) = 03BE03C1(j)03A003B1~y03A6+(1 - 03BE-03B1(j)),
03C1 =03C1(y03A6+). Set (DR 03A6R(M, i) and for 03B3 ~ Z(ip), a E Jp, let 03A6R(03B3) =
{ 03B1 ~ 03A6R|03BE03B1(03B3) = 1} and 03A6+R(03B3a) = {03B1 ~ 03A6R(03B3)|03B1(log a)&#x3E;0}. Write
WR(03B3)=W(03A6R(03B3)), WK(03B3)=WR(03B3)~yW(M0, T0). Then for 03B3 ~
Z(ip) ~ T °, jK E JK, and a E Jp such that 03B3jKa ~ J’ we have
=

=

=

(see [6a]), where

The constants c(s: T : 03A6+R(03B3a)) which occur in (2.2) can be described as
follows. Via the Cayley transform we can think of |i as an element of
p
ip*. Thus abstractly we have a root System 03A6 defined on a vector space
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Weyl group W = W(03A6), an element ~ E and a choice 03A6+ of
positive roots for (D. For each w E W, T E E, we have a constant c( w: T:
03A6+). We also have a subroot system, 03A6CPT, of "compact" roots of V
which would be given for (D = 03A6R(03B3) by OCPT {03B1 ~ 03A6R(03B3)|y-1 03B1 is a
compact root of (m, t)}. Let WK = W(03A6CPT).
The constant c(w: w-1: 03A6+) depends only on the coset of w in
W j WK and we define
E,

a

=

The constants c(T: 03A6+) correspond to "stable" discrete series and can be
described in terms of two-structures. For details see [7c,d]. We say a root
system ~ c (D is a two-structure for 0 if (i) all simple factors of 99 are of
type A1 or B2 = C2 ; (ii) {w ~ W(03A6)|w~+ = ~+} contains no elements of
déterminant -1 where ~+ = 03A6+ ~ ~. Let T(03A6) denote the set of all
two-structures for C. For ~~T(03A6) there are signs ~(~: 03A6+) = ±1
uniquely determined by: (i) if (p E T(03A6) and w E W satisfy w~+ ~ 03A6+,
then £(wcp: 03A6+) det w (~: 03A6+); (ii) 03A3~~T(03A6)~(~: 03A6+) 1.
It is proved in [7c] that for all T E E,
=

=

or

equivalently

where

and

If ~

=

~1 U

of type

A1
type A1,

U ~s is the decomposition of ~ into simple root systems
B2 , then c( 7": ~+) 03A0sl=1c(: ~+l) where if ~+i = {03B1} is of

...

or

=

If ~l is of type B2 the formula for c(T: ~+l) is given in the proof of (5.1).
Thus the constants c(T: 03A6+) for any root system 0 are given in terms of
constants for root system of type Al or B2.
We now describe briefly how to recover the original constants c( w: T:
0’) in terms of "averaged" constants. For details see [7d]. The motiva-
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tion behind this is work of Shelstad on endoscopic groups [12]. Let A
denote the root lattice of 03A6, 039B0 = {03BB ~ 039B|~03BB, 03B1~/~03B1, 03B1~ ~ Z for all
03B1 ~ 03A6]. For 03BB ~ 039B, let 03A6(03BB) = {03B1 ~ 03A6|03B1, 03BB~/~03B1, 03B1~ ~ Z}. Define a

homomorphism ~: 039B ~ Z/2Z by setting

and

extending linearly. For 03BB ~ A

and w E W set

Then 03A6(03BB) and 03BA03BB(w) depend only on the cosets of À E Aj Ao and
w E W(03A6(03BB))BW/WK. There is a way of assigning to each À e Aj Ao a
sign ~(03BB: 03A6+) so that

where n
Let

rank 03A6.
A
be a complete set of
c
=

representatives for the orbits of W in
039B1
Aj Ao. For À E AI let W1(03BB: 03A6+)={w ~ W|w03A6+(03BB)=03A6+(03BB)}, W0(03BB:
03A6+)= {w~ W|w03A6+(03BB)~03A6+}. Then (2.7) can be rewritten as

This completes the description of the discrete series characters on M °.
We now finish the description of the characters associated to H = TA.
Let
03930=Z(a)~T0. Note that r° is
central in Z( a ). For X e Z( a h the set of irreducible unitary representations of Z( a ), let

M~=Z(03B1)M0=ZM(M0)M0,

Then

for x E Z(a)^,
given by

T E

Lx, there is a character of M, supported on M~,
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It is the character of the discrete series representation 7T x’ ’T IndMM~(~ ~
7T’T) of M.
Now for any v E a*, 0398~, ~ eip is a character of L MA. If P MAN
is a parabolic subgroup with levi factor L, we denote by 0398(H: X: r: 03BD)
the character of G induced from 0398~, ~ e" 0 1 on P, i.e. the character of
ei03BD ~ 1). It is supported on the Cartan sub7T(H: x: r: v)
to
those
in L. Let Car(G, H ) denote a complete
of
G
conjugate
groups
set of such Cartan subgroups up to G-conjugacy. We can assume all
Cartan subgroups in Car(G, H ) are 0-stable.
For J c L a Cartan subgroup of G, let JI,
Jk denote a complete
set of representatives for the L - conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups
1
of L which are conjugate to J in G. For j E J, write ji xijx-1l where
xl E G satisfies xlJx-1l = Jl. Then for j E J’
=

=

=

=

IndGp(03C0~, ~

...

,

=

Here for any Cartan

subgroup

J c L,

and

It will be convenient to write Z(a)* = {tr~ 1 X E Z((a)^}. If q tr ~, we
write 8(H: q: T: 03BD) = 0398(H: X : T: v), Ln = Lx.
We note that in [7a,b,c,d,e] the characters above are indexed by
elements b* ~ rather than pairs (~, T ), ~ ~ Z()^, ~ L~, and the
signs l( T) and (-1)qH are not included in the definition. In this notation
=

where ~ = b*|Z(a), T = log b*, and pG = 03C1(03A6+ (gC, hC)).
Note that Harish-Chandra in [6d] also indexes characters by elements
of T. But in this case the character given by b* e T would correspond to
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8(H:

x : T + 03C1M:

P) where again

X

=

b*|1 Z(a)and

= log

b*. The shift is

given by 03C1M=03C1(03A6+(mC, tC)).
We now turn to a discussion of orbital integrals. A convenient
reference for the results given here is section 8.5.1 of [16]. Although only
groups of Harish-Chandra class are considered, it is easy to see that the
results extend to the compact center case since all the hard work is done
at the Lie algebra level and only at the end lifted to the group.
We assume that all Haar measures on G are normalized as in [16,8.1.2].
For H any Cartan subgroup of G define

0394=0394G is defined

as in (2.9) and ~R(h)=sign
03C003B1~03A6+R(g,h)(1C°° function on H’ with at worst jump discontinuities across singular hyperplanes and has compact support on H.
is clearly a class function on H. For 11 E T*, the set of
Further,
characters of irreducible unitary representations of T, and it E a * define

Here

03BE-03B1(h)).

Then

Ff

is

a

Ff

Then for all ta E H’ we have the Fourier inversion formula for
a function on H given by

fjH(ta) as

where vol T denotes the total mass of T and d(A) denotes the dimension
has
of A. The sum over ~ ~ T* is not absolutely convergent since
discontinuities.
jump
Let 03C3 ~ be a unitary character of the central circle subgroup S of G
and let C~c(G/S; 03C3)={f ~ C~c(G)|1 I(xs) 03C3(s)f(x) for aIl SES, X E
G}. Let T*03C3 {~ E T*|~|S = deg ~ · 03C3}. Then clearly

Ff

=

FHf(hs)

=

= 03C3(s)FHf(h) for all s ~ S,

hEH, f ~ C~c(G/S, 0), so that

Hf(~:03BC)=

0 unless ~ E T(J*. Thus for 1 E C~c(G/S, 03C3), the sum in (2.13) need be
taken only over T*03C3.
Let Car( G ) denote a complete set of representatives for conjugacy
classes of Cartan subgroups of G, chosen to be 03B8-stable. Then we have
the Weyl integral formula
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If H is

a

H

D

let D be the differential
where H03B1 ~ hC is dual to «

subgroup of G,

given by
03A003B1~03A6+(gC,hC)H03B1
Killing form. Then for f E C,(G),

operator on
under the

fundamental Cartan
=

where r = [03A6+(gC, hC]and q = 1 2(dim G/K - rank G + rank K ).
We will need the following identities which are valid for any H ~

Car( G ).

Suppose M = MH, H = TA. Then for z ~ Z(a), t ~ T0, a ~ A

Suppose

J c L is

a

Cartan

subgroup.

Then for

z E

Z( a ), jM E J n MD,

a E A,

where p =

03C1(03A6+(gC, 1 c )) and ~MR(jM) = sign 03A003B1~03A6+R(m,iM)(1- 03BE-03B1(jM)).
§3. The universal cover of SL(2; R)

we indicate our general method by deriving the explicit
Plancherel formula for the universal covering group of SL(2; R). We also
need this special result in order to do the general case. Of course our
formula agrees with that of L. Pukànszky [9,p.117].
The proof proceeds in several stages. The heart of the matter is the use
of orbital integrals to prove the explicit Plancherel formula for connected
Lie groups G such that

In this section

G has

a

central circle

subgroup S

with G/S

=

SL(2 ; R).

(3.1)
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The next step is a formal " transfer" of the Plancherel formula for groups
(3.1) to a Plancherel formula for the universal cover

.

relative to each of the unitary characters 03B6 ~
Finally, these relative
Plancherel formulas are combined to give the explicit Plancherel formula
for G.
A. The relative Plancherel formula for groups

satisfying (3.1)

Suppose G is a connected Lie group satisfying (3.1). Let cr E S be a
unitary character of the central circle subgroup S of G and let
C(OO(GjS, 03C3) {f ~ C~c(G)|f(xs) 03C3(s)f(x) for all s E S, x ~ G}. We
will derive the Plancherel formula for lE C~c(G/S, a) using the technique of Fourier inversion of orbital integrals. The presentation is not
designed to be the most efficient possible for SL(2, R), but rather to
parallel the general case of §4 and to provide certain formulas which we
will need for the general case.
Let H be the noncompact Cartan subgroup of G. Then H = Z(a) A
where Z( a ) in this case is the center of G and A is the split component
of H. For ~~Z(a)*, 03BC ~ a*, the corresponding principal series representation 7T(H: X : ii) has character 8(H: x : p) given on regular elements of H by:
=

=

Let T be the compact Cartan

0398(H: ~: 03BC)(t) = 0

subgroup

of G. Then

(3.4)

for all t ~ T’.

T is connected so that T is parameterized just by its weight lattice L.
The discrete series representation qr(T : X) of G corresponding to 03BB ~ L
has character given by

where (D
(D (g c,
c(w: À: 03A6+(a)) are
=

hC) = {±03B1} and
given in this case by

W =

W«D).

The

constants
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LEMMA

PROOF: Note that

~R(za)0394(za)=03BE03C1(z)|0394(za)|.

integral formula (2.14)

But

and

Thus

using the Weyl

(3.3), (3.4), and (2.18)

FHf(za) FHf(za-1) so that the contributions of ai: and a-i03BC
=

integral
lemma

are

now

03BC)(f)=Hf(~·03BE03C1:

that 0398(H: x:
follows from the Fourier inversion formula

equal and

we see

to

03BC).

the
The

(2.13) for FHf(za).
QED

and where L03C3 = {03BB ~ L: 03BE03BB|S = 03C3}.
PROOF:

Using

the

Weyl integral

formula and

(3.5),

~(03BB)Tf(03BB).

But the integral over T is exactly
the Fourier inversion formula

using

03A303BB~L03C3(03BB)03BE03BB(t)0398(T: 03BB)(f)

The result

(2.13) for FTf(t) and
converges absolutely [6a].

now follows
the fact that

QED
Let T(a) = {I, 03B303B1} where
T. Then Z(a)=0393(a)·S.

03B303B1 = exp(-i03C0y-1

H*03B1)=exp(03C0Z03B1)~Z(a)~
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LEMMA 3.10 :

c(03BB: a) = 03A3w~W det w c(w: À: 03A6+) exp(wy03BB(log a))
the positive chamber 01 A with respect to 03A6+.
where

PROOF: Denote the left hand side of the

equation by

and A+ is

LHS. Then

using

(3.6)

For w E W, make the change
using (2.17) and (2.3),

of variables za ~ w( za ) = z( wa ). Then

~R(wza)FHf(wza)=det w ~R(za)FHf(za)

c(w: À:

03A6+(wa))=c(1:

Now

write

À:

03A6+(a)). Thus

A=~w~Ww-1A+.

For

each
and c(1:

a ~ A+,

~R(zw-1a)FHf(zw-1a) = det w FHf(za)
c(w: À: 03A6+). Thus LHS = -~(03BB)Z(a)A+FHf(za)03BE03BB(z)c(03BB:
lemma

03BB~L03C3,

and

follows since
yEr(a), s~S.

Z(a)=0393(a)S

now

and

w ~ W,

03BB: 03A6+(w-1a)) =
a)dadz.

03BE03BB(03B3s)=03BE03BB(03B3)03C3(s)

The
for

QED

ST1 where T1 exp(Y 1ia) and decompose t E T’ as t sotl,
Write LR = {03BB ~ L|03BB|s = 0}. Then LR~(T1/T1 n S j.
Tl.
s0 ~ S, t1 ~
For each ~ ~ Z(a)*03C3, pick 03B4=03B4(~)~L such that 03BE03B4|Z(a)=~·03BE03C1. Then
Write T =

8 E La

and

L03C3=03B4+LR.

LEMMA 3.11:

=

=
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where for any tl

PROOF:

Using

Using

E

Lemma 3.10

Lemma 3.8

where the

sum

Tl,

we can

we can

write

write

is finite and the

integral

converges

absolutely.

The lemma now follows from noting that vol S/vol
- 2 and decomposing L,, as 8 + LR as above.

Z( a )

=

Thus

[Z(a): S]-1
QED

We must now simplify I(y : tl: x:
the Fourier inversion formula as

since

0398(H: ~: -03BC)(f)= 0398(H:

X:

jn).

Note that

03BC)(f).

I(Y: tl:

If g and h

X:

are

jn)

occurs

in

functions of it
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will write g~h if g(03BC)+g(-03BC)=h(03BC)+h(-03BC). Then it will be
harmless to replace one by the other in the Fourier inversion formula.
Write I(Y: tl : X: 03BC)=03BE03B4(t1)S(03BC: 8 : 03B3-1t1) where for any tl E Tl
we

LR ~ (TIITI n sy, S(it: 8: tl) depends only on the coset of tl in
T11TI ~ S which is isomorphic to the compact Cartan subgroup of
SL(2, R). There is a unique 0, 0 1 fJ 7T so that t, (TI ~ S) =
exp( - i03B8 v-IH:)(T1 n S).
Since

LEMMA 3.12 : S(03BC: 03B4: t 1) ~ ( -2/~ a ~ ) 7r i(e-(03BC+ip)(03B8- ~03C0)/sinh 03C0(03BC + i p ))
where 0 is defined as above, E sign(03B8)
±1, p 2~y03B4, 03B1~/~03B1, a), and
abuse
notation
the
real
number
is
by
of
/L
defined by /L 2~03BC, 03B1~/~03B1, a).
=

=

=

=

PROOF : Write 03B2
À n/3/2, using
=

=

y-103B1~03A6 c,

t c ).

Then

LR = {n03B2/2|n~Z} and

for

(3.7)

and

Write a+={rH*03B1|r&#x3E;0}. Then dH=cdr
S(,u: 8: t1)=

where

c=2/~03B1~

and

since we can replace p by - p in the second sum and the term for n = 0
is (1/ - ijn) ~ 0. But this last expression is the Fourier series expansion of
the function given in the lemma.

QED
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LEMMA 3.13: Let f

to

=

exp( - i03B8y-1

if 03B4 E

E C,’ (GIS, 03C3).
H*03B1) with 0 |1 (J |

L is chosen

PROOF:

Using

so

that

03BE03B4|Z(a)

=

Write t E T’ as t
7r. Then

~·

=

sto where sES and

03BE03C1.

Lemma 3.12,

I(Ya’ tl :-fX: JL) = 03BE03B4(t) S(03BC: 8: 03B3-103B1t1). Now 03B3-103B1t1(T1 ~ S) =
exp( - i(03B8 - ~03C0)y-1 H*03B1)(T1 ~ S ) where 0 |03B8-~03C0| 7r. Thus by Lemma
Also

3.12,

The lemma

now

THEOREM 3.14:

follows from

(3.9)

and

Let f E C~c(G/S, a ).

(3.11).

Then
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where

Here

{03B2} = 03A6+(gC, te)

and

{03B1}=03A6+(gC, 1) e).

f(1)=(-1/203C0)limt~1{H03B2·FTf(t)}.

PROOF : We know by (2.15) that
Now
À) and so the coefficient of 8(T: À)(/)
in the Plancherel formula is (1/203C0)~(03BB)~03B2, 03BB~= (1/203C0)|~03B2, 03BB~|.
Now ~(s)
03BC: t03B8) is a constant multiple of X s e-03BC03B8 ~(s)

limt~1H03B2·03BE03BB(t)=-~03B2,
K(~:

03BE(t03B8), =-iy-103BC,

=

and limst03B8~1H03B2·~(s)03BE(t03B8)=~, 03B2~=-i~03BC,

Thus the coefficient of

Thus

8(H:

~:

jn)(/)

03B1~.

in the Plancherel theorem is

that this coefficient is actually independent of the direction
which
through
sto ~ 1. Finally ei03C0p 03BE03B4(03B303B1) = X ’ 03BE03C1(03B303B1) by assumption.
Thus cos 03C0p=-1 2[~(03B303B1)+~(03B3-103B1)]
Further,
which completes the proof.
we see

=

03BE03C1(03B303B1)=03BE03C1(03B3-103B1)=-1.

QED

B. The relative Plancherel Theorem for

We

now

change

SL(2: o:¡)

notation and denote

p : G ~ SL(2 ; R) universal covering and

Z

=

ZG,

the center of G.

(3.15)
A

its

character 03B6~ specifies the Hilbert space L2(GIZ, 03B6)=
measurable|f(xz)=03B6(z)-1f(x) and 1 f~L2(G/Z)} and
C~c analog, C~c(G/Z,03B6)={f~C~(G)|f(xz)=03B6(z)-1f(x) and

unitary

ff:

G ~ C

1 fE Cc(G/Z)}.

The direct

integral decomposition
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corresponds

to

This is effected

C,(G) by

on

L f(xz)03B6(z).
where f03B6~C~c(G/Z, 03B6) is given by f03B6(x) = zEZ
As

before, S

unitary

(e 10 03B8 ~ R}

=

character

1(ei03B8)

=

is the circle group.

By 1

~

S we mean the

eiO. Observe:

Define G[03B6]={G X S}/{(z, 03B6(z)-1): z E Z} and define p:
p (x) = {(xz, 03B6(z)-1): z E Z}. Then p is a Lie group homoit induces an isomorphism of PSL(2; R) GIZ onto G[03B6]/S.
and
morphism
In effect this construction replaces Z by S.
We define the two-fold covering q03B6: [03B6] ~ G[03B6] as in (1.8). The
Plancherel formula, Theorem 3.14, is available for [03B6]. Suppose 03C3 E ()^
is trivial on S ~ F, where F ker q03B6, and induces the identity character
1 E S (/ ~ Fr We are going to push the Plancherel formula (3.14)
from C~c([03B6]/, 03C3) down to C~c(G[03B6]/,S, 1) and then pull it back to
CcOO(GjZ, e). For the first step we use the correspondence of (1.10) and the
normalization of Haar measures in (1.11) to obtain:
LEMMA 3.19:
G - G[03B6] by

=

=

=

LEMMA 3.20: Let f

EE C~c(G[03B6]/S, 1).

Then

where

The second step

requires

some

preparation.
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bijection p : G[03B6]^1 ~ 03B6 given by [03C8 ]= [03C8 p]
isometry p* : L2(G[03B6]/S, 1) - L2(GjZ, 03B6) given by

LEMMA 3.21: We have

and

a

Hilbert space

a

p*~ ~

0
p.
As usual write

039803C8 for the distribution characters of unitary equivE
G
and
classes
alence
[03C8] E G[03B6]^. If [7T] E
[7r]
and f03B6 E C~c(G/Z, 03B6)
to
mean
understood
is
then 039803C0(f03B6)
G/Zf03B6(x)039803C0(x)d(xZ), which is well
and 8w(xz) = 03B6(z)039803C0(x). In fact,
because
defined
f03B6(xz) =

8w,

03B6

03B6(z)-1f03B6(x)

LEMMA 3.22:
then 8w(f)

=

IllE C~c(G), f 03B6~f03B6d03B6
=

as

in

(3.18),

and

if [7T] E

03B6’,

039803C0(f03B6’).

PROOF :

all

sums

being absolutely convergent.
QED

Since C~c(G[03B6]/S, 1) c C~c(G[03B6]), there appears to be
and T E
as to what we mean by
039803C8(~) for [03C8] ~
But the two interpretations,

G[03B6]^1

are

and

equal because we

so

that the volume of S is

LEMMA 3.23:

039803C8(~).

normalize

If

measures so

some ambiguity
C~c(G[03B6]/S, 1).

that

one.

[03C8]~G[03B6]^1 and

~ ~

C~c(G[03B6]/S, 1),

then

039803C8(p*~)=
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PROOF:

In order to apply these general lemmas we have to follow the parameterization of representations through p.
Let H be the Cartan subgroup of G such that (H) is the noncompact Cartan subgroup of PSL(2, R), so H[03B6]={H S}/{(z, 03B6(z)-1): z
E
Z} is the noncompact Cartan subgroup of G[03B6]. As before, H Z( a )A
where Z( a ) in this case is the center of G and A is the split component.
If ~ ~ Z(a)^ and 03BC ~ a* then 03C0(H: X : [t) denotes the corresponding
principal series representation and 8(H: X : p) is its character.
Let T be the Cartan subgroup of G such that (T) is the compact
Cartan subgroup of PSL(2; R), so T[03B6]={T S}/{(z, 03B6(z)-1): z E Z}
is the compact Cartan subgroup of G[03B6]. Then L it* parameterizes T,
and we write 7T(T: À) for the relative discrete series representation of G
corresponding to 03BB~L and 8 (T: À) for its character.
0398(H: ~: 03BC) is given, just as before, by (3.3) and (3.4). Similarly,
0398(T: 03BB) is given by (3.5) and (3.6).
As in Lemma 3.21, composition with p: G - G[03B6] defines bijections
the latter given by (03BB)=03BB.
and p :
p:
Thus we have
=

=

Z(a[03B6])^1 ~ Z(a)^03B6

LEMMA

03C0(H:

T[03B6]^1 ~ 03B6,

If 03C0(H[03B6]: X: 03BC) ~ G[03B6]^1 then 03C0(H[03B6]: X: 03BC) =
03BC). If 03C0(T[03B6]: À) E G[03B6]^1 then 03C0(T[03B6]: À) = 03C0(T: À).

3.24:

X - p:

Lemmas 3.21, 3.23 and 3.24 are exactly what we need to re-write
Lemma 3.20 as the relative Plancherel theorem for G. It remains only to
verify that ~(03B303B1) has the same value in both settings. For that, since p:
G - G[03B6] is the identity on the semisimple part of the Lie algebra, we let
and compute

~ ~ Z(a[03B6])^1

~(03B3G[03B6]03B1)= ~(expG[03B1]03C0Z03B1)= ~(expG[03B6](p03C0Z03B1))

X(p expG03C0Z03B1) =(~)(expG03C0Z03B1) (pX)(Y« ). Thus, finally,
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THEOREM 3.25:

Let 03B6 ~ Z and f E C~c(G/Z, 03B6).

Then

where

Here

{03B2}=03A6+)gC, tC)

and

{03B1}=03A6+(gC, bc).

C. The global Plancherel Theorem for
Let

f= f03B6d03B6 E C~c(G), apply

SL(2;

Theorem 3.25 to each

03B6 ~ :

R)

f03B6,

and

sum over

In view of Lemma 3.22 we can replace fe by f in the above. Then, in the
sums over a translate of the lattice LI1 in L and fzd§
first term,
03B6
sums over the set of all such translates, so together they amount to Ld03BB.
and é03B6 combine to give
And similarly in the second term
to
that
of
So
the
formula
reduces
Z(a)^d~.

LÀ E L

03A3~~Z(a)^03B6

THEOREM 3.26:

with pa

If f ~ C,(G)

given just

as

then

in Theorem 3.25.
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§4. The Plancherel f ormula in the key case
we derive the Plancherel formula for Lie groups G
Much
of the analysis in this section is a direct modificasatisfying (1.2).
tion of results in [7a,b,c,d,e] for linear groups. Specifically, analogues of
Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 appear in [7a], of 4.4, 4.5, 4.10, 4.12, 4.17, and
4.18 in [7b,c] and of 4.7, 4.8 in [7d]. Notation is as in §2.
when
We want a Fourier inversion formula of the form (0.3) for
H is fundamental. However, as in (3.11) for the SL(2, R) case, in order to
J
obtain this formula we need Fourier inversion formulas for
non-fundamental. Thus we initially take H TA to be an arbitrary
0-stable Cartan subgroup of G. Decompose h E H’ as h zotao where
Zo E Z( a ), t E T0, and a0 ~ A. Fix 0 E S and suppose f E C,(GIS, 0).

In this section

Ff

Ff ,

=

=

LEMMA 4.1:

where

Here

Car’(G, H)

Car(G, H)B{H}.

Using the Weyl integral formula and the fact that 0 (H:
supported on conjugates of J E Car(G, H),

PROOF:

is

=

x : À:

jn)
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Look at the term corresponding to J H. Formulas (2.10), (2.9), (2.1)
describe the value of the character 0398(H: ~: 03BB: 03BC)(h) in terms of sums
over W(G, H0), MIMT, and W(M0, T0) respectively. Note that representatives of M/M~ can be chosen to normalize H. Thus in each case we
can change variables in the integration and use the invariance properties
(2.16), (2.17) of the remaining terms as in Lemma 4.1 of [7a]. Thus
=

But using (2.19), ~R(h)0394G(h)
1/1 Lle(h)|0394L(h)= 03BE03C1(z) if h zta.
Thus the integral over H is
À: it). Note that the consistency
condition required for (~, 03BB) to determine a discrete series character of
M implies that (~·03BE03C1, 03BB) give a character of T. Finally, [M/M’]]

1 dL(h)

=

Hf(~ · 03BE03C1:

X [W(Mo, T0)][W(M, T0)]-1

vol

T/vol( To ).

(2.13)

for

converges

The lemma

Ff(z0ta0) together

absolutely

so

=

[W(M, T)][W(M,

T0)]-1 =

follows from using the inversion formula
with the fact that

now

that the

sum can

be

rearranged. [6a]
QED

In Lemma 4.1 we have started the Fourier inversion process. If the
Cartan subgroup H is maximally split, Car’( G, H)=Ø so there is no
remainder term. This is what happened in (3.8). In the general case we
must analyze the remainder terms using character formulas as in (3.10).
This is done in the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.2:
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is a set of coset representatives for (Z(a1)~
the
number
of elements in 0393(a1) conjugate to y via
is
T0)/S, d Y
E
and
for
y
I(al), À (=- L, and a, E A+1(03B3) = (a, E
WR(1, i),
e
&#x3E;
0
for
a
A1|03B1(log a1)
03A6+R(03B3)}
where

AI

=

Jp ~ M, 0393(a1)

Car’(L, H) denotes a complete set of 0-stable representatives
jugacy classes of Cartan subgroups of L, excluding H.

for L-con-

PROOF: Formula (2.10) gives 8(H: ~: 03BB: 03BC)(j), j~J’, as a sum over
Cartan subgroups Jl,
Jk of L which are conjugate to J in G. This
sum can be eliminated if we replace the sum over Car’( G, H ) by a sum
over Car’( L, H). For J (=- Car’(L, H), the sums over W(G, Jo ) and
MIMT in the character formulas (2.10) and (2.9) can be eliminated by
changes of variables in the integration. Thus
...

,
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Fix J E Car’(L, H) and write J n
Z( a l ) write I(03B3)=

Lt

=

Z(a1)Z(a)J0KA1A.

For y

E

Let w e W(M0, (M0~J)0). Then w normalizes Z( a 1 ), J1, and A 1,
and centralizes Z( a ) and A. Thus (~ ~ 039803BB ~ ei03BC)(w(03B3j))=(~ ~ 039803BB ~
e103BC)(03B3j). Using the change of variables j - wj, j e Z(a)J0KA1A we see
that I(w03B3)=I(03B3), y E Z( a 1 ). I(03B3) depends only on the coset of y in
Z(a1)/S since S c Z(a)J1. WR(l, i) acts on Z(a1)/S and the action of
any element can be achieved by an element of W( M °, ( M ° n J)0). Thus

and

since every element of Z(a1)/S is conjugate via WR(l, i) to an element
of (Z(a1)~T0)/S, the number of elements of Z(a1)/S in the orbit
WR(l, i)·03B3 is [Wr(l,i)][WR(03B3)]-1, and dY is the number of elements in
(Z(a1)~T0)/S conjugate to y via WR(l,). Now fix 03B3 ~ Z(a1) ~ T0.

Then, using (2.2),
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where j~Z(a)J0KA1A

is decomposed as j=zjKa1a. Any element of
represented by an element of W(M0, (M0 ~ J)0) which
centralizes Y, z, jK, and a. Further, c(s: wÀ: 03A6+R(s(03B3a1))) =
c(l: w03BB: 03A6+R(03B3a1)) and 0394L(s(03B3j))= det s 0394L(03B3j), s~ WR(’Y). Thus we
can eliminate the sum over WR(03B3) by changing variables in the integral
and use (2.20) to write

WR(03B3)

can

be

and
Z(a)J0KA1A=~s~WR(03B3)sZ(a)J0KA+1(03B3)A
det
s
E
to
obtain
~LR(03B3sj)FJf(03B3sj)= sFJf(03B3j), WR(03B3),

Now write
that

use

the fact

QED
We
for

now

Ff ,

combine the formula from (4.2) with the formulas given by (4.1)
Car’(L, H), to continue the Fourier inversion process as in

J E

(3.11).
LEMMA 4.3: There is a dense open subset H*

C

H’

so

that for zotao E H*,
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For y E r( a1), let Z, (03B3 be the subgroup of Z(ip)
and Z0(a1)= {03B3’ ~Z(a1)~ T0|03BE03B1(03B3’)= 1 for all
a E 03A6R(l, i)}. For ~~
Z(ip)*03C3, YJ = ~1+ +qk, is the decomposition of
into
irreducible
characters.
For each YJJ’ pick À. E L, the weight
Il|Z1(03B3)
lattice of T0, satisfying 03BE03BB,|Z1(03B3)~ To = (1 /deg ~J)~J· ep1 21(y) n TO. Write
ç TO. Let LR denote the weight lattice of TljTl ~ S.
Tl exp( y
Then for any tl E T, we define

follows.
generated by Z(a), y,
Notation is

i(a1))

=

For w E
wt

as

W(M 0, T (», j(w)~J0K

and

t1(w)~ Tl

are

= j(w)t1 (w). Finally,

where

If

is

defined as

in Lemma

(4.1) if J replaces

H.

defined

so

that
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IHf(z0ta0)

does not converge
PROOF: Recall that the sum over L~ in
of Lx as in [7a] so that
absolutely. Define finite subsets
For fixed J~Car’(L, H ), 03B3~0393(a1), and w ~

Lx

03A303BB~L~ =

limN~~03A303BB~LN~.
look at
W(M0, T0),

Now

using

Lemma 4.1 with J

replacing

H

we

know that

where the sums and integral in the first term are absolutely convergent.
Thus we can write I(N: 03B3)=I1(N: ’Y)+/2(N: y ) where
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and

Decompose ~ ~ Z(ip)*

~J|Z(a) is

as

171 + ... + 17k with respect

still irreducible since

y and Z0(a1)

are

to

Z1(03B3). Each
Z1(03B3). Let

central in

03BEj(03B3)=(1/deg ~j)·~j(03B3). Then

Thus

For

1 j k,

look at

c( ’Y: 03BB: a1) only depend

{03BB
~ L~j|03BB|iK=}. Now 03BE03BB(03B3-1t1(w))
the restriction of À

on

to

t 1. But Tl

T0),J0K=Z(a1)~Z(a)J0K~Z0(a1)~T0 ~ Z1(03B3) ~ T0.

and

~

(Z(a)~

Fix

03BBj ~ L
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satisfying
have

Write

03BE03B J|Z1(03B3)~T0= (1 /deg ~J)~J·03BE03C1|Z1(03B3)~T0. For such À.

L0=

we

will

{03BB~L|03BB|iK=0 and 03BE03BB|Z(a)~T0=1}. Then

But as in [7a],|03A303BB~L0~w-1LN03BE03BB(03B3-1t1(w))c(03B3: 03BBJ+03BB: a1)1 is bounded
independent of N, uniformly for a,1 ~ A+1(03B3) and for t1(w) in compact
subsets of T*1, a dense open subset of Tl . Thus we can take the limN~~
inside the sums and integrals.
Now Lo = (T1/T1 ~ Z(a)J0K)^. We want to enlarge the lattice to LR ~
(TljTl rl Sr. Write FI for a set of coset representatives for the finite
abelian group Tl ~ Z(a)J0K/T1 ~ S. Then

Up until

now we

have worked with

a

fixed

We will now sum over a coset 03B3Z0(a1)/S. For any 03B3’ ~ Z0(a1), d03B303B3’ d03B3’
and 03A6R(03B303B3’)=03A6R(03B3) so that A+1(03B303B3’)=A+1(03B3) and c(03B303B3’: À: a1) =
=

c(y: À: a1) for any 03BB ~ L. Finally, since Z0(a1) ~ Z1(03B3), Z1(03B303B3’) = Z1(03B3)
so that the decomposition 11
111 +
+ 11k is independent of y’ E
Thus
Z0(a1).
=

...
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T1 ~ Z0(a1)/S, we can make the change of variables y’ 03B3’03B31,
yj G iB, to see that the [03931]-1and the sum over rl cancel.
To complete the proof of the lemma we make the following observations. For J ~ Car’( L, H ), if it JK n M~, we have
Since

~

=

Also, for a0 ~ A,

QED
We

now

analyze

LEMMA 4.4:

the "second order" remainder terms

IH,Jf.
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Notation is as follows. For J ~ Car’(L, H), write LJ = ZG(Jp) = MJJp.
For B E Car’(Lj, J), write a2 = bp ~ mJ, 0393(a2) a set of coset representatives for Z( a 2 ) n J0K/S. For y2 E r(a2), d Y2 is the number of elements of
0393(a2) conjugate to y2 via WR(lJ, b) and Z2(03B32) is the subgroup of Z(bp)
generated by Z(jp), 03B32, and Z0(a2) = {03B3’ ~ Z(a2) ~ J0K|03BE03B1(03B3’) = 1 for all
03B1~03A6R(iJ, b)}. For 11 E Z(up)*, 11 = ~1+
+ ~k2 is the decomposition
into
irreducible
characters.
For
i
1
of 11z2(y2)
k2, 11i 11il +
+ ~ik 1
is the decomposition of ~i|Z1(03B31) into irreducible characters. For
...

=

...

where

L =- T2/T2 n Sand Àii

The formula for

in the

weight

lattice of

JO

satisfies

Ird,B(zotao) is left to the reader.

IJf(03B31zjKa1a0) using (4.3) with J replacing

PROOF: We will first evaluate
H. Rather than using the completely

simplified

version stated in the
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lemma

we use an

intermediate stage from the

proof to write

where

where the

sum over

L1J

converges

absolutely.

Now
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using the changes of variables jK ~ v-1jK, w - v -’ w, and 03BB ~ v-103BB. But
1 tl. Thus the sum over
c(03B31: v-103BB: ai) depends only on v-103BB
is combined with
This
contributes
only [W(M0J, J0K)].
W(MJo, J0K)
[MJ/M~J]to give [W(MJ, JK)].

|t1-03BB

We must evaluate
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(4.3) we see that the lim, can be taken inside the sums and
integrals and the sum over {03BB~ L~ij|03BB|IK =03BB0} can be replaced by
As in

where 03BBij~ L

Similarly the

The lemma

and

satisfies

sum over

now

only

{03BB0 ~ L~|03BB0|bK = }

follows from

can

be

replaced by

observing that

combining constants.
QED

We

now

organize all remainder

terms as

follows.

LEMMA 4.5: Let H be a fundamental Cartan subgroup
dense open subset H* c H’ so that for ta E H*,

of

G. There is

a
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Car(L), S(J) is the set of all sequences Jo H, JI,..., il J
for 0 i l, LI CG(J,p) and Jl E Car’(Ll-1, Jl-1) for i 1.
Write L,p = il-1,p ~ al, 1 i 1 and let T exp(y ial). For t E T, write
t
to tl
tl where t0 ~ JO, tl 1 E 1;, 1 i 1.
For ~ E a 11 = ~1 +... +11k is the decomposition into irreducible
characters of 711(Z(p)~T). For H fundamental this is an abelian group so
that the 11J are all one-dimensional. For 1 j k, I(S: ~J: T: v: t) =

For J
where

E

=

=

=

=

=

...

where VI

=

Va and I(03B3l: tl : ~j: VI)

is

,

For any L = Ll, 0 i l - 1

and J E

defined using 03BBJ E

L

satisfying

Car(L),

PROOF: Note that for H fundamental, T is connected and vol T = 1. The
lemma comes from combining (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4) and iterating the
procedure until all remainder terms are exhausted. This is a finite process
since for any Cartan subgroup J of G, if B e Car’(Lj, J ), then dim(Bp)
&#x3E;
dim(Jp). Rather than decomposing TI E Z(ip)*03C3 in stages as in (4.4), we
have decomposed with respect to the abelian group Z(jp)~T which
contains all the subgroups Zl(03B3l), 1 i 1.

QED
go back to the situation in which H is an arbitrary Cartan
of G and J E Car’( L, H). We want to simplify and evaluate
the terms I(03B3: tl : ~j: v ) which appear in (4.3).

We

now

subgroup
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jK~J0K,

For z ~ Z(a),

Let v E

WR(Y) c W(M0, (J n M0)0) c W(G, Jo).

0398(J:

03BC ~ 03BD)(f)=0398(J;

T:

~:

u~:

03BD:

Thus

we

=

see

I(Y: tl: TI/ v).
WR(Y).

at

I03B3(zjKt1a) =

Then

03C503BC ~ 03C503BD)(f).

trivially on JK and A we have v T
trivially on Z1(03B3) so that 03C5~| Z1(03B3) = ~| Z1(03B3)

Since v acts
acts

tl E Tl, and a E A, look

=

T

and 03C503BC = JL. Also, v
... + ~k. Thus

~1+

that it is harmless to replace v by 03C503BD, V E WR(03B3), in
We will write I(y : tl: ~j: 03BD)~I(03B3: tl: ~j: vv), v E
and
Since

write 03A6=03A6R(03B3), W=WR(03B3), WK=WK(03B3).
LR is the weight lattice of T1/T1 ~ S, 03BE(03B3-1t1),
T E LR, depends only on the coset 7r(-y-ltl) of ’Y-1tl in GIS.
We will fix 1 j k and write 1("1: tl : TI): v ) tn
X I(03C0(03B3-1t1): 8: v: 03A6+) where 8 E L satisfies es1 ZI(Y) n To = (1/deg ~j)
03BE03C1·~j|Z1(03B3)~T0 and for h E TITI n S,
Fix

03B3 ~ 0393(a1)

A+1(03B3) = exp(a+1).

I(h:

8:

v:

03A6+)

This is the same expression that was evaluated in the linear case except
for the shift by 8. As in the linear case the discrete series character
formulas (2.5) and (2.8) will be used to reduce the computation of
I(h: 8 : v: 03A6+) to computations involving root systems of type A1 or B2.
In evaluating I(h: 8 : v : 03A6+) we can work entirely in G/S G 1. Via the
=
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transform

S with Tl exp(ia1) ~ Gl,c
and not distinguish between linear functionals on t1 and on a 1.
Define AI as in (2.7). For 03BB ~ 039B1, let cp(À) be a two-structure for
03A6(03BB). Write ~(03BB) = Tl U
U CPs where the CPp 1 i s, are simple
roots systems of type A1 or B2. Let CPl+
~l ~ 03A6+. For 1 i s, let
a(~i)=03A303B1~~lRH03B1, a(~+i) f H E a(~l)|03B1(H) &#x3E; 0 for all a e ~+l}, and
write T~l exp(i a (~l)). Then T1 03A0si= 1T~l but the product need not be
direct. Let E(~(03BB))=E(03BB)={(03B31,...,’Ys)1 -y, e T~l, 03A0si=103B3i=1}. Then
if we decompose h E Tl as h h... h S, hi ~ T~l, the components
( hl,
hs) are only determined up to multiplication by an element of
For
P E a*1, let = 03BD|03B1(~l), 03B4l = S|03B1(~l). Define
E(À).

Cayley

we can

identify TIIT, n

=

...

=

=

=

=

=

...

,

where for 1

i

s,

S(~+i :

03BDi:

03B4i: hi) =

Note that for ~+i of type A1 this is the
since c(w: T: (p’) = 1 2c(w: qq’).

PROOF:

Using (2.8),

same as

S(03BDl: 8,: hi)

in

(3.12)
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where

But

I(h: 8:

we can

v:

03BB) =

replace v by

s03BD, s ~

W0(03BB: 03A6+).

Note also that

Thus

We

let ~=~(03BB)

be

a

two-structure

for 03A6(03BB)

and

use

(2.5)

to write
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since for all s E W0(~: 03A6+(03BB))~ W(03A6(03BB)), KÀ(SV)
as before we can replace v by s v and note that

=

Kx( v ), v G

W. Now

Thus

But now
À = À1 +

Thus

enlarge the lattice LR to L(~) by using
+03BBs~L(~), 03BBl ~ L(~l), i i s,

we can
...

the fact that for
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where to obtain the last formula we make the change of variables v - wv,
T - wT, V E W, T E L(~l), 1
i s, w e W(~). But this last expression
is

The next step is to eliminate the

sums over AI and W from (4.7).
E
so that YR c ç where R is the set of
T«D)
Fix 03C8 = Tl U
U 99,
strongly orthogonal non-compact roots of (m, t) used to form the
Cayley transform Ad y : tC ~ (i ~ m)C. Fix ~ = ~i, 1 i s, 03BD, 8 E
a(~)*, h E T~. If ~ is of type AI, define T(~+: v: 8: h) S(~+: v: 8: h).
If T is of type B2, let CPt {03B2l}, i = 1, 2, where {03B21, P2 1 is the set of
short positive roots of ç and P2 is simple. Set
...

=

=

Decompose h~T~ as h=h1h2 where hl E T~l,i = 1, 2. This decomposition is not unique since yo exp(03C0iH*03B21) exp(03C0iH*03B22) ~ Tepl n Tep 2. De=

fine

where

and

=
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LEMMA 4.8:

where

As before

E(03C8) = {(03B31, ..., yj !| 03B3i ~ T~1, 03A0si=103B3i = 1}.

PROOF: From the definition of P(~+(03BB): v : 03B4: h), À E 039B1, it is clear
that for all w E W(~(~)), P(~+(03BB): v: w8: wh) ~ det w P(~+(03BB):
v: 8: h) and for all
w ~ W1(03A6:~+(03BB)), P(~+(03BB): v: w8 : wh) ~

P(~+(03BB): v: 8: h).
As in [7d], 03A6+ and 039B1

can be chosen so that for CPt any simple factor
=
of
Ç,
B2
~(~+l) 1 and so that for all À e 039B1:
(i) ~(03BB: 03A6+)=1;
(ii) ~(03BB)=03C8~03A6(03BB)~T(03A6(03BB)) and ~(03A6(03BB): 03A6+(03BB)) = ~(03C8: 03A6+);
(iii) W1(03A6: 03A6+(03BB)) ~ W1(03A6: 03C8+);
(iv) À is a sum of long roots of 03A6(03BB).
Fix ~ ~ 03C8 so that 039B1(~)={03BB ~ 039B1|~ ~ T(03A6)(03BB))} ~ Ø. Let U(~) =
S(~)W1(03A6: ~+) where S(~) is the subgroup of W(~) generated by
reflections in long roots of cp. Then

of type

The

c(~:

v) = ([S(~)]/[U(~) ~ WK])03A303BB ~ 039B1(~)
u 03BA03BB(uv) is analyzed in Lemma 4.9 of [7d],
where the following statements are proved. First, if v ~ U(~)WK, c(~: v)
term

c(03BB)-103A3u~W1(03A6:~+)

=

det

0 for all cp. In the case that v 1 represents the
have the following formulas for c(~) c(~ :1).

we

=

identity

double coset

=

(i) If ~ = 03C8 , then c(03C8)=[WK]-1~(03C8: 03A6+)[W1(03A6: 03C8+)]-1
[L(03C8): LR]-1.
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(ii) Suppose cp 03C8 and 03A6 is simple of type B2k, k 1, or F2k, k 2.
Then 03C8 is of type B2 and ~ is of type Bk-12 X Bi and c(~)=
(k/4)c(03C8).
(iii) Suppose cp 03C8 and 03A6 is simple of type Cn where n 2 k or
2 k + 1. Then 03C8 is of type C2 or Ck2 C1 and cp is of type
A2p1 X Ck-p2 or A2p X Ck-p2 X C1 for some 0 p k. In this case
=

=

c(~)=(k p)4-pC(03C8).
only

length or is of type G2 we are done since
8:
h)=P(03C8+: v : 8 : h). In the remaining cases
039B1(03C8)=039B1and Q(03C8+:
don’t
occur in P. Note that for v ~ WK,
has
terms
which
extra
Q
v:
v8:
8:
03BD:
h).
03C5h)~Q(03C5-103C8+:
Q(03C8+:
Now if cp has

one

root

v:

Suppose 03A6 is simple of type B2k+1, k 1. Then 03C8 = ~1
UCPk U ~k+1where for 1 i k, CPI is of type B2, and CPk+l1 is of
type B1. Here 039B1(03C8) = 039B1 and any term in Q(03C8: v : 8 : h) which contains
Case 1:
U

a

...

factor of the form

1

i

out in the sum over
det 03C5 = -1 such that
k + 1. Thus

k, cancels

v (E WK with

= ~+j, j~i,

WK because there is

an

element

03C5-1(~+l,s ~+k+1) = ~+l,s + -1 ~+j
U

U

is simple of type B2k, k 1, or F2k, k = 2. Then
where ~ 03C8 is as in (ii) above. Write 03C8 = ~1
~~k where each ~l is of type B2. Then there is 1 j k so that
n: 8: h) =

Case 2: Suppose C
039B1 = 039B1(03C8)~039B1(~)
U

...

P(~+:

The k possible T’s which could have been chosen are all conjugate
elements of determinant one in WK . Further, any term in Q(03C8+: v : 8 :
which contains a factor of the form

1
det
det

~ j k, cancels out in the sum
v[P(03C8+: v: v 8: vh) + (k/4)P(~+:
v Q(03C8+: v: v8: vh).
i

over
v:

by
h)

WK as in Case 1. Thus 03A3v~ wK
vh)] 03A3v~ wK

v8:

~
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Suppose C is of type Cn, n = 2k or 2k + 1. Then 039B1 =
for 1 i k, ~l
~kp=o039B1(~(p)) where ~(0)=03C8=~1U ifU CPk+where and
n = 2k + 1
is of type C2 and ~k+1 is of type CI
~k+1=Ø if
n
2k. For 0 p k there is a subset P of {1, ..., k} with p elements
so that P(~(p)+: v : 8: h) =
Case 3:

...

=

There

are

k

déterminant

one

such choices of
in

This concludes the

replaced by u(D’,

Now

WK.

all

conjugale by elements

of

Thus

proof for (D ’

u e

~(p),

chosen

as

in

[7d].

Now

suppose 03A6+

is

W. Then

u=ws-1 where w ~ W(03C8) and s03C8+~03A6+. Then ~(03C8: u03A6+)=

~(u-103C8: 03A6+)=~(s03C8: 03A6+)=det s ~(03C8: 03A6+). Further 03C8~u03A6+ = w03C8+
and P(w4l+: v: 8: h) det w P(03C8+ : v : 03B4 : h). If 03C8 has a simple factor T
of type B2, and if w ~ W( qJ), write w wlw2 where w2 e W(~s), wCPs+ =
W2CPs+. Then
~

=

and ~(w~+) det w, ~(~+) since ~(w2~+) = ~(~+) 1 for all w2 E W(~s)
and either w, is trivial so that ~(w1w2~+)=~(w2~+) = 1 and det w, 1
or wl is the reflection which interchanges the compact and non-compact
short roots so that ~(w1w2~+)=-1 = det wl . Thus T(w~+: v : 03B4: h) =
det w T(~+: v: 8: h ) for w E W(~). Since every w E W(03C8) is a product
of elements from the W(~l), 1 i s, we see that Q(w03C8++: v : 8 : h)=
det w Q(03C8+: v: 8: h).
=

=

=

QED
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Finally,

we

eliminate the

sum over

WK

in

(4.8).

LEMMA 4.9:

PROOF:

Now

Using (4.8)

we

have

r-1WK ç W(Mo, T 0).

W(MO, TO).

For

v

~03BD-1 WK,

take

w -

v-1 w,

v-1 wt=v-1j(w)t1(w)=j(w)(v-1t1(w)).

Then

Thus

w E

we

have

v~03BD-1WK,

v8EL and 03C503B4-03B4|=0 so that 03C503B4-03B4|t1 gives a
T1/T1 S. Thus v03B4|t1 = 03B4| t, + 03BB0, Ào E LR . But for any
root system cp of type A1 or B2, Ào E L(~), h E T~, 03BD, 03B4 ~ a(~)*,

But for
character of

simple

n
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Thus for

since

03BE03C503B4(03B3)=03BE03B4(03B3),

v E

W =

WR(03B3).
QED

We

now

go back to the notation of

(4.5).

LEMMA 4.10: Assume that H is fundamental. Then

for J E Car(L),

K(J: 17J: 7: V: t)=(~(03C8: 03A6+)[T(03A6)]/[L(03C8): L(03A6)]03BE(t0)03A0sl=1
vl: tl). Here 03C8=~1~...~~s is a two-structure for 03A6 =
so that
03A6R(l,i),
yRJ~03C8. Decompose t E T’ as t=t0t1...ts
where t o G Jo and ti ~ Ti exp(y ia(~i)). Since S c J 0 we can decompose carefully, pushing extra factors of Ti ~ S into JK, so that if ~+i is of
where

K(~+l : 17 J:

chosen

=

type A1 = {03B1}, ti = exp(-i03B8y-1H*03B1) with 0|03B8|03C0 and if ~+i is of
with
type B2 with long roots al’ 03B12, t= exp(-i03B81
0 |03B81| ~1 (J21| 7T. Then K(~+i: 17J: il: t; ) is defined as in (3.13) if ~l
is of type AI and as in (5.3) if CPI is of B2.

y-1H*03B11-03B82 y-1H*03B12)
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PROOF: Note that

where the first terms 03BE(t0) 03BE03B4(t1...tl) are independent of SE S(J)
and the remaining terms are defined on G/S and are the same as in the
linear case except for the shifts. Thus the combinatorial problem of
adding up all S G S( J ) is exactly the same as for the linear case since all
the constants are the same and the lattice of Cartan subgroups is the
same. Evaluating the factors S(~+l : vl: 8, : h, ) for root systems of type A1
and B2 is done in (3.12) and (5.1) respectively. Adapting the
K(~+l : ~j: P,: tl) factors from the linear case to include the shifts is done
in (3.13) and (5.3).

QED
THEOREM 4.11: Let JE C(oo(GIS, 03C3) and let h
fundamental Cartan subgroup of G. Then

=

ta E

H’ where H is

a

Here 17 171 +... + ~k is the decomposition of 17
1 Z(Jp) nT into irreducible
characters and the K(J: ~j: T: v: t) are defined as in (4.10).
=

PROOF: Combine (4.5) and (4.10). The restriction that
relaxed to ta E H’ since both sides of the equation
functions on H’.

ta e
are

can be
continuous

H*

QED
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FHf(h),

h E H’ fundaWe now have the Fourier inversion formula for
mental. The next step is to differentiate and evaluate at h 1.
=

LEMMA 4.12:

Here for a e 41 + Pa(X: v) is

p03B1(~ : V )

where va

=

constants

=

sinh 03C003BD03B1 ·

of size k

=

deg (~) given by

Ik{cosh 03C003BD03B1 ·l k + 03BE03C1-03C1(03C8+)(03B303B1)

2~03BD, 03B1~/~03B1, a),

are

the square matrix

ya

=

exp(03C0Z03B1),

and p

=

03C1(03A6+gC, iC)).

The

defined by

r

= [03A6+ (gC, hC)],

q

= 1 2{dim G 1 K - rank G + rank K},

p

=

rank G - rank K,

and

where

03A6R

=

03A6R(l, i) and 03C8~ T(03A6R) satisfies y R J ç 03C8.

PROOF : As in (2.13) we have
where D=03A003B1~03A6+(gC, hC)H03B1, Fix ~~Z(ip)*03C3,
Let RJ = {a1,
03B1l}. Then if t = to
for
1
i l, a-i03BCK(J: ~j: : 03BD:
03C0
and|03B8l|
depending only on the chamber of t, of

f(1)=((-1)q/(203C0)r)lim(ta)~1FHf(ta; D)

...,

~ L~, 03BD ~ i*M,p, 03BC ~ a*.
where t0 ~ J0K

exp(-i03A3ll=103B8lH*03B1l)
t) is

a

constant

multiple
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where À

=

T

a-i03BCK(J: ~j:
Now for
Thus

+y-1(i03BD) + i03BC ~ h*C.
T: v :

wt )

is

a

Thus

constant

for

each

w E

W(M0, T0),

multiple of 03BE-03BB(wta)=03BE-w-103BB(ta).

03B1 ~ 03A6+(gC, hC), H03B1·03BE-w-103BB(ta)=~03B1, -w-103BB~03BE-w-103BB(ta).

But for all v E W(~l), k(~+l : (03C5~)j: 03C503BDl: CI+) ~ det v k(~+l : 11 J: v,:
C+l), and it is shown for CPI of type A1 in (3.14) and for ~l of type B2 in
det v k(~+l : (03BD~)j: vv, : C,+) is
(5.4) and (5.5) that
is
and
the
chamber
of
equal to
C+l
independent

[W(~l)]-103A303C5~W(~l)

where

Note that for

~+l = {03B1}

of type

A1

we

would have

as

in

(3.14),
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But in this

case

-p03B1(~j: v, ).

03BE03C1(03C8+)(03B303B1)=03BE03B1/2(03B303B1)=-1

Thus

we

so

that

k(~+l : r j ’

03BDl:

C+l)

~

have

Suppose q tr x, x E Z(i)03C3. Since ~ 111+ ... + 11k is the decomposition of q with respect to the abelian group Z(ip)~T which contains
=

=

all the elements ya,

The lemma

now

a ~ 03C8+,

follows from

noting

that

[W(M0, T0)][M/M~] =

[W(M,T)],(-1)r=(-1)ri(J)(-1)[03C8+], and d(Jp ~ M)=[RJ].
QED
We now have a Plancherel formula for G. The next step is to rewrite it in
a form inspired by Harish-Chandra’s product formula for the Plancherel
measure. That is, we want to replace the term
tr 03A003B1~03C8+p03B1(~: 03BD) by
In
order
to do this we first need to
X
)
-1
03BD)].
tr
p03B1(~:
03A003B1~03A6+R(g,l)[(deg
define p03B1(~: 03BD) for arbitrary « E 03A6+R(g, i) and see that
(deg ~)-1 tr p03B1(~: 03BD) is the Harish-Chandra factor given in [6d].
Recall that
03B1~03C8+,
03BD) involves a factor of 03BE03C1-03C1(03C8+)(03B303B1)
where p
and 03A6+(gC, iC) was chosen so that 03B2 ~ 03A6+CPX
implies that 03B2 ~ 03A6+CPX. Now for an appropriate choice of 03A6+R and 03C8 we
have, as in the linear case [7b], that 03BE03C1(03C8+)(03B303B1)=03BE03C1R(03B303B1) for all 03B1 ~ 03C8+
where 03C1R = 03C1(03A6+R(g, i)).
=

for

03C1(03A6+(gC, iC))

p03B1(~:

03A6+R = 03A6R(g, i)~03A6+(gC, iC). Then 03BE03C1-03C1R(03B303B1)=
-03BE03C103B1(03B303B1) far all 03B1~03A6+R where 03C1=03C1(03A6+(gC, iC)), 03C1R=03C1(03A6+R), and
03C103B1=03C1(03A6+03B1) where 03A6+03B1 = {03B2 ~ 03A6+(gC ,iC)|03B2|ip = k03B1}.
LEMMA 4.13 :

PROOF: Since

Let

03BE03C1-03C1R|S=03BE03C103B1|S=1

we

may as well work in

G/S where
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We will first show that for any w E W( G, J),
03BEw(03C1-03C1R)(03B303B1)= 03BE03C1-03C1R(03B303B1). This is because p - 03C1R - w(03C1 - 03C1R) is a sum of
complex and imaginary roots satisfying 03B2&#x3E;0 and w-103B20. For 03B2
imaginary, (,8, a) 0 so that 03BE03B2(03B303B1) 1 for 03B1 ~ 03A6+R. If ,8 is complex and
satisfies /3 &#x3E; 0 and w -1/3 0, then we also have 03B2 &#x3E; 0, w-103B2 W -1,8 0.
so
But
that 03BE03B2(03B303B1)=03BE03B2(03B303B1)=±1 and 03BE03B2+03B2(03B303B1)=1.
Thus 03BE03C1-03C1R-w(03C1-03C1R)(03B303B1) 1. Thus changing the ordering 03A6+ on 03A6 by an
element of W( G, J ) does not change the value of 03BE03C1-03C1R(03B303B1). Now fix
a E 03A6+R. We can modify the ordering on 03A6 by the action of an element of
NG(Jp)/ZG(Jp) so that a or ia is a simple root for the set of restricted
Then for 03B4~03A3+, 03B4~k03B1, s03B103B4~03A3+. But
roots
(5 + s03B103B4, 03B1~ 0 so that 03BE03C1(03B303B1) 03BE03C103B1(03B303B1). Also, for,8 E 03A6+R, 03B2~03B1, s03B103B2 ~
03A6+R. Thus 03BE03C1R(03B303B1)=03BE03B1/2(03B303B1)=-1. Thus 03BE03C1-03C1R(03B303B1)=-03BE03C103B1(03B303B1).
03B303B1

=

exp(7TiH:).

=

=

=

~03B2,03B1~=~03B2,03B1~

=

03A3+={03B2|ip|03B2~03A6+}.

=

=

QED
We

now

define, for

a E

03A6+R(g,i),

deg X, and 03C103B1 is defined
We will now derive some facts about the elements 03B303B1
which are well-known in the linear case.
where 03BD03B1

=

2~03BD, a)/(a, a), k

=

=

LEMMA 4.15 :

Suppose

a E

03A6R(g, i), w ~ W( G, J0).

in (4.13).
exp( 7TZa) E

as

Then w. 03B303B1

=

G

03B3±1w03B1.

PROOF : Recall Z03B1 = X03B1 - Y03B1 where Xa E ga’ Y03B1 ~ g-03B1 are chosen so that
03B8(Z03B1) = Z03B1, 03B8 the Cartan involution, and [X03B1, Y03B1]=H*03B1. For w ~
W( G, Jo ), wX03B1 ~ gw03B1 and wY03B1 ~ g-w03B1 so that wZ03B1=cXw03B1-c’Yw03B1. But
w
Ad k for some k E K so that wZ03B1 is 03B8-stable. Thus c c’ and
wZ03B1 cZw03B1. But [wX03B1, w Y«= wH*03B1 H*w03B1. Thus c2[Xw03B1, Yw03B1]= H*w03B1 so
that c2 1 and wZ03B1 = ± Zw03B1.
=

=

=

=

=

QED
The

ably

Lemma 4.16 below is due to Michel Duflo and is considershorter than our original proof.

proof of

LEMMA 4.16: For all

~~Z(ip)^ and 03B1~03A6R(g, i), p03B1(~: v ) is a

scalar

matrix.

PROOF: Fix

03B1~03A6R(g, i)

and

~~Z(ip)^.

We must show that

~(03B303B1)+
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a scalar matrix. For any
z ~ Z(ip), z03B303B1z-1 = 03B3±103B1 by (4.15)
adjoint action of z is trivial on the roots. Thus the cyclic
subgroup C generated by 03B303B1 is normal in Z(ip). Let ~|C=~1+...+~k
be the decomposition of x into irreducible (one-dimensional) representations of C and let 03BE=~1(03B303B1). Then for each 2 i k, ~l(03B303B1) =

~(03B3-103B1)

is
since the

~1(zl03B303B1z-1l)

for

Thus ~l(03B303B1)=~1(03B3±103B1)=03BE±1, and
ail 1 i k.

zi~Z(ip).

some

~(03B303B1) + ~l(03B3-103B1) = 03BE + r’1 for

QED
LEMMA 4.17: Write «P =

03A6R(g, i). Then for any X E Z(ip)^,

where for 03B1 ~ 03A6+, Pa(X: 03BD) = (deg X)-1
in

tr

p03B1(~: V); p03B1(~: P) defined as

(4.14).

PROOF: We will reduce the proof to the linear
the universal covering group of G, G/S.

case

[7b,e].

Let

G1

denote

=

1 G1 the result follows directly from the linear case.
Suppose G1 is a two-fold covering of G1. We may as well assume

Case 1 : If
Case 2 :
that (D is
some w ~

=

simple. Then if a, 8 EE (D have
W(03A6) ~ W(G, Jo ) so that w03B303B1

the

length, ,8 wa for
Thus Ya and 03B303B2 have the

same

03B3±103B2.

=

four.
all
roots
of
V have the same length. Then all 03B303B1, 03B1 ~ (D,
(i) Suppose
have the same order and the same square. For ~ ~ Z(ip)^, if ~(03B3203B1) = I
for all a, then X is one-dimensional with ~(03B303B1)
± 1. The result follows
from the linear case. If ~(03B3203B1)=-I for all a, then
same

order, either

=

two

or

=

so the result again follows from the linear case.
(ii) Suppose C is of type Bn . Write 03A6=03A6s ~ 03A6l where 03A6s, Vj denote
the sets of short and long roots of (D respectively. Now (D, ç T for all
~ E T(03A6). Thus

and

using the argument from (i) for

the

long

roots.
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(iii) Suppose 4Y is of type F4. Let çi be any collection of 4 orthogonal
positive roots of 03A6. Then {~~T(03A6)|~1 ~ ~} = T(03A61) where
03A6+1 ~1 U 03A6+l is a root system of type B4. By the argument used in (ii),
short

=

All root systems
Thus

03A61

of this type have the

long

roots

of 03A6 in

common.

But the different choices of CPI can be identified with the different
two-structures for D4, and so by (i)

(iv) Suppose 0 is of type G2. Then if a is a long positive root and 03B2 is
unique short positive root orthogonal to it, 03C0(03B303B1) 03C0(03B303B2) ~ G 1. Thus
1. Thus they
Ya 03B303B203B30 where 03B30 is central in Z(ip) and satisfies y 0 2
have the same order so as in (i) the result follows from the linear case.
the

=

=

=

Case 3: If G1 is of Hermitian type, then Z(ip) is abelian. In every case
except when 4J is of type Cn, the only two-structure for 03A6 is 4Y itself so
that there is nothing to prove. Suppose (D is of type Cn . Then 03A6l ç T for

all (p

E

T(03A6).

Thus

Let Sp(2, R) denote the universal covering group of Sp(2, R). Any
short root ,8 e (D can be included in a root system ~03B2 ~ 03A6 of type C2.
This determines an injection sp(2, R) g and hence a homomorphism
i = 1, 2. Thus for
q: Sp(2, R) - G. Then using (1.5c),
1
we
that
and
have
1
so
every 03B1 ~ 03A6s
again by the linear
~(03B303B1) ±
-Y 2

yR q(03B3203B2l)=1,
=

=

case

=
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We are now ready to state and prove the final version of the Plancherel
Theorem for groups satisfying (1.2). For convenience we repeat many
definitions.
THEOREM 4.18:

Let lE C~c(G/S, 03C3).

Then

Here H is a fundamental Cartan subgroup of G,
rank G - rank K. Further, for J E Car(G),

p

r = [03A6+(gC, hC)],

and

=

where Ri is the set of strongly orthogonal non-compact roots of (g, 1))
which determines J. Finally, 03C8 is a two-structure for 03A6R 03A6R(lH, i). The
following table give values for [L(03C8): L(03A6R)] when (DR is simple. In
general [L(41): L(03A6R)] would be the product of the values for the simple
=

factors of (DR.

For
and

a E

Ik

03A6+R(g, i), p«(X: v) = (deg X)-1

denotes the

identity

matrix

tr

Pa(X: v) where if k

=

deg

x

01 size k,

p03B1(~: 03BD) = sinh 03C003BD03B1 · Ik

Here va

=

2( V, 03B1~/~03B1, a),

Ya -

exp(03C0Z03B1),

and Pa

=

03C1(03A6+03B1) where 03A6+03B1 =

{03B2 ~ 03A6+(gC, iC)|03B2|ip is a multiple of 03B1}.
Write 03A6=03A6R(g,i). Then T(03A6) = {w03C8|w ~ W0} where W0 =
{w ~ WR(g, i)|w03C8+ ~ 03A6+}. Since W0 ~ W(G, J0) it is possible by

PROOF :
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changing variables and using the
the action of W(G, Jo ) to obtain

invariance of

0(J:

X:

T:

03BD)(f)

under

But deg(w-1~)=deg ~, ~(w-1)=~() since w ~ WR(g,), and

Finally, p03B1(w-1~: w-103BD)=pw03B1(~: 03BD) since (w-1 03BD)03B1 = 03BDw03B1

by (4.15), and (-1)03C1w03B1
is equal to

=

(-1)03C103B1 using (4.13).

and

Thus the above

expression

Wo, ~(w03C8: 03A6+R) = det w ~(03C8: 03A6+R). Now use (4.17). The
simplified as follows. In (4.12) we are summing over
J E Car(L). However, if Jl, J2 E Car(L) are conjugate in G, we see that
they make the same contribution to the Plancherel formula. Thus we
since for

w E

constants are
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the sum over Car(L) by a sum over Car(G) with an extra
constant, c(L, J ), the number of elements of Car(L) with are conjugate
to J in G. Then

replace

QED
§5. Sp(2, R) calculations
In this section we will make all the computations which were omitted
from §4 involving root systems of type B2. Thus the general set up is
that, as in §4, H is a Cartan subgroup of G, J E Car’( L, H), and T is a
root system of type B2 contained in 03A6R(l,). Write a
03A303B1~~RH03B1~ip.
We will write ~+ = (al’ a2, ,81’ 03B22) where al and a2 are long roots, 03B21
=

= 1 2(03B11 + a2 ), P2 = 1 2(03B11 - a2)’ and y-103B22 is
Thus here ~(~+) = 1.

a

compact

roots of

( g , 1)).

The first two lemmas involve computations taking place in G/S C G1,C.
We will write h exp( -i(JH:1 - i03C8H*03B12) E exp(ia) ç G1,e. We can assume 0
|03B8|~ |03C8| 7T. Write
=

where 01 = 03B8, 03B82 = 03C8, 03B83 (03B8 + 03C8)/2, 03B84 (03B8 - 03C8)/2. For 03BD ~ a *, write
y
2 ( v, 03B1l~/~03B1l, 03B1l~, i 1, 2. For 03B4 ~ L, write pl 2~y03B4, 03B1l~/~03B1l, al iIf T E W( M°, T0) is the reflection corresponding to y-103B22, 8 -,rS e L
and 8 - 03B4| 0 so thaty(03B4 - 03B4) is a weight for qq. Since YT permutes al
and 03B12 we see that this implies that p2 = p1 + n, n ~ Z.
=

=

=

=

LEMMA 5.1:

=

=
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PROOF:

Now

By definition (4.6)

L(~)={n1039B1 + n2039B2|nl ~ Z}

where

2~039Bl, 03B1j~/~03B1j, 03B1j~=03B4ij,

i, j = 1 , 2, and a+(~)={xH*03B11+yH*03B12|x&#x3E;y&#x3E;0}.
k d x d y where k = 4/~03B11~~03B12~
4/~03B11~2 and

As in

[7b]

dH=

=

otherwise.
Here F1={03BB ~ a*|03BB2 03BB1 0} and F2 = {03BB ~ a*|0 03BB2
where for 03BB ~ a*, À, 2(À, al)j(ap 03B1l~,i = 1, 2.
Write r=nl + p1, s = n2 + p2. Then exp(T+8-iv)(H)=
exp(x(r - iv1) + y(s - iv2)) and
=

Thus

- 03BB1},
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Now consider the corresponding
lattice, for example the

ments of the

sum over
sum over r

any of the singular ele0. This would be
=

since it is anti-symmetric under the Weyl group element which takes vl
0 and r
to - il and leaves "2 fixed. Similarly the sums over s
± s are
the
action
under
and
so
can
be
in
added
Weyl group
anti-symmetric
without changing the value of the expression inside the Fourier inversion
formula. Thus
=

=
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The lemma is obtained by factoring out the exponentials involving 0 and
03C8, recalling that P2 = pl + n, n E Z, and noting that the factors of (-1)n
resulting from evaluating all terms of the form sinh 03C0(a + in) =
(-1)n sinh 7Ta and e±03C0(a+in) (-1)n e±03C0a cancel out.
=

QED
LEMMA 5.2:

PROOF: Recall that

as

in

(4.8)

where

and

Since

2(v, 03B21~/~03B21, 03B21~=03BD1 + v2, 2(v, 03B22~/~03B22, 03B22~ = 03BD1 2~03BD03B4, 03B21~/~03B21, 03B21~=p1+p2 and 2~03BD03B4, 03B22~/~03B22, 03B22~=p1-p2,
have using Lemma 3,12, writing 03983 (0398 + 03C8)/2, 03984 ( 0398 - 4)/2,
=

=

P2,
we
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Since

yo h, = exp( -i((03B8 + 03C8)/2 - ~303C0))

~403C0))

we see

and

03B30h2 = exp( -i((03B8 - 03C8)/2 -

that

S(03B21: 03BD: 03B4: 03B30h1)S(03B22: 03BD:

03B4:

y0h2)

The lemma follows from factoring out the
03C8 and noting that P2 = p1 + n, n ~ Z.

exponentials involving 03B8

and

QED
LEMMA 5.3 : Suppose
|03C8| 03C0. Then

where

t

=

exp( -i03B8y-1 H*03B11 - i03C8y-1H*03B12)

satisfies

0

|03B8| ~
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satisfies exp(i 7Tp)

Here p

exp(03C0Z03B1l),
PROOF:

i

=

Using

=

(~j · 03BE03C1)( 03B303B11),

03B303B1l = exp( -

i03C0y-1H*03B1l) =

1, 2.
the linear

case

[7d]

we

know that

exp(-i03B8H*03B1l - iBf;H:2), ’YI’ Y2 E Z(a)/S satisfy "IlS 03B303B1lS,i =
1, 2, and 8J satisfies 03BE03B4j(03B3)=~j·03BE03C1(03B3), 03B3~Z(a)~T0. The first and
third terms above can be evaluated directly using Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3. In

where h

=

=

eip103B8+ip203C8 which cancels the
the notation of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2
e-ip103B8-ip203C8 occurring in the formulas for S(~+: v : 03B4j: h ) and
S(~+s: 03BD: 03B4j: h). In the third term, 1/(2~03B21~2)=1/(~03B11~2). To
evaluate the second and fourth terms we write

03BE03B4j(t)

and

we use

this

expression in

=

Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 to obtain:
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and

In this case if
term. But

we

write P2 = p1

03BE03C1(03B3-103B1103B303B12)]-2 = 1

Note [~j ·
order two.

Finally, by

+ n, n ~ Z, ( -1 ) n

because

using (1.5c)

factors out of each

03B3-103B1 03B303B12

is

an

element of

definition

where

Thus

using (3.12),

Here, again writing p2 = pl + n, the ( -1)n
summand, but not in the second.

terms cancel in the first

QED
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LEMMA 5.4: 03A303BD~W(~) det vk(qJ+: (03C5~)J: vv: C+) is independent
chamber C+ where k(W+: ~J: v: C+) is defined as in (5.3).

of

the

PROOF: For any YI E Z(ip)*, k(T+: ~J: v : C+) depends only on r|Z(~)
where Z(T) is the abelian subgroup of Z(ip) generated by Yal and Ya2,
03B303B1l exp( 7TZa ). The reflections SI in Sa’ i 1, 2, are given by conjugation by exp(03C0/2 Z03B1l) and so clearly centralize Z(~). Thus for v E W(~l),
VYlJ|Z(~)=~J|Z(~). Thus we can average any term in k(~+: ~J: v : C+)
over the group generated by s, and s2. For example, averaging over
=

=

03BD2 ~ 03BD2,

is

independent

of E2.

Similarly averaging

over t,, - - vj

we see

that

This shows that the last term in k(~+: ’IJ: 03BD: C+) is independent of C+
when averaged over W(~l). For the first three terms we also want to
average over S/32’ the permutation (12) which interchanges 03B11 and a2.
and so is centralized by the
Now
reflection s03B22 which can be represented by conjugation by exp(77-/2 Z03B22).

03B3-103B1103B303B12=exp(03C0Z03B21)=exp(03C0Z03B22)
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Further, the first three

e~03C02ip=~J·03BE03C1(03B3±203B11)
terms
we can

which

can

LEMMA 5.6 :

for all

a e

by

03B3±203B11~S is

expressed
centralized

over

k(~+: l1J: 03BD)~03A003B1~~+p03B1(~J: v )

~+.

in terms of even powers
by W(~). Thus in these

the full group W(~). A messy computation
computer yields the following formula.

average v

be done

terms can be

and

where
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PROOF: A

computation done exactly as in the linear case but with 03BDl + i p

replacing

v;,i =

1, 2, shows that

where E [03BE03C1-03C1(~+)·
Now for E
±1,
=

~j](03B3-103B1103B303B12)=

+ 1.

=

Thus

average over the Weyl group element s1s2: (03BD1, 03BD2) ~
the denominators and terms involving sin(p7T) or sin(2p03C0)
are all invariant, but each sinh(03C003BD03B1) term changes sign. Thus the only
terms in the numerators which survive are those involving an even

If

we

(-03BD1, -03BD2),
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number of terms of the form sinh 03C003BD03B1, 03B1 ~
s2: (03BD1, 03BD2)~(03BD1, -03BD2) we obtain

This last

expression is equal

cp+. Finally, averaging

over

to

This equality is easiest to prove by thinking of both expressions as
meromorphic functions of a complex variable VI. Then show by comparing zeroes and poles that the first divided by the second is holomorphic
on all of C. But it is easily shown to be a bounded function, hence
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Finally by looking at limiting values or by comparing residues
pole we see that the quotient is identically one. The computation can
also be carried out directly using a computer.

constant.
at

a

Now recall that

since

and

Further

03B3-103B1 03B303B12= 03B303B21

=

ya2 has order

two

by (1.5c)

so

that

QED
§6. The general Plancherel formula
reductive group in our general class (1.1). Recall the notation
(1.6)-(1.17). In particular assume Z enlarged if necessary so that Z ~ Go
ZG0. The group [03B6] belongs to the special class (1.2), so its Plancherel
Theorem is given by Theorem 4.18. Restrict attention to the characters
03C3 E ()^ which are trivial on 9 n (kernel [03B6] ~ G[03B6]). Since the central
circle subgroup S c G[§] is the image of S c [03B6] under the covering,
they induce unitary characters a F- S, and all of S is obtained that way.
Thus, by combining Lemma 1.8 and Theorem 4.18, and using the
correspondence of Proposition 1.10, we have the Plancherel theorem for
Let G be

a

=

G[03B6]:
LEMMA 6.1: Let

03C3

E S and f ~ C~c(G[03B6]/S, a).

Then
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where c is the multiplicity ( which is independent of 03B6, in fact is
order of the fundamental group 03C01(G1C)) of the cover q03B6:
Lemma 1.8, and with other notation as in Theorem 4.18.

equal to

the

[03B6] ~ G[03B6] of

Fix 03B6 E Z. The correspondence
G[03B6], of Proposition 1.10, is

As in

is

a

§3B, with ZG0

Lie group

in

between Cartan

subgroups of ZG0

and

place of L(2; R),

homomorphism

that induces

ZG0/Z ~ G[03B6]/S,

induces

a

bijection

where 1

E

S

is

given by

In the notation following

so,

as

in Lemma

Now, exactly

as

1(eix) eix,
=

and induces

a

Hilbert space isometry

(2.9),

3.23,

for

Theorem 3.25,

we can

rewrite Lemma 6.1

as

THEOREM 6.2:

(Relative Plancherel Formula). Let 03B6 ~ Z

C~c(ZG0/Z, 03B6).

Then

with

c as

in Lemma 6.1 and other notation

as

in Theorem 4.18.

and

f03B6 ~
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Now
measure

we

integrate the formula of Theorem 6.2. First normalize the

d~0

on

{ZMJ(M0J) ~ ZG0 }^ by

This is counting measure in
have
LEMMA 6.4:

If f E

case

C~c(ZG0)

ZMJ(M0J) is compact. Now,

and Z ~

Go

=

ZGo

as

in

§3C,

we

then

with notation as in (1.17), in Lemma 6.1, and in Theorem 4.18.
We need a series of remarks in order to expand Lemma 6.4 from ZG0 to
G. The point is that we must do something like induction by stages, where
the stage vary with J E Car(G).
LEMMA 6.5 :

then there is a set {x1,
xr} ( depending on
G
modulo
ZG0
such
that
each x, E K and
J) of
representatives of
each Ad(xi)J J.

Il JE Car(G),

...,

coset

=

PROOF: As noted at the end of §1, [17, Remark 4.2.4] shows that the
G-conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups of G are the same as the
Go-conjugacy classes. If x E G now Ad(x)J is Go-conjugate to J. That
gives a system {x1,
xr} of coset representative of G modulo ZGo
which is contained in the normalizer Ne( J). Just as K meets every
component of G, so K ~ Ne( J) meets every component of NG(J), so we
may choose the xi in K.
...

,

QED
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LEMMA 6.6:
G.

If J

E

PROOF: Choose

Ad( x 1 )
of

{xl}

preserves

course

Z

Car(G)

Mj,

then

M)Go

and MJGo

are

normal subgroups

for J as in Lemma 6.5. Then
thus MJo, and thus also M)

Ad(xl)Jp Jp ,

of
so

=

= ZMJ(M0J)M0J. And

c Mjt c MjtG 0 c MJGo.

QED
LEMMA 6.7 :

If J E Car(G)

then there

exist {y1,

...,

ys} C ZMJ(M0J) ~ K

coset representatives of M~JG0 moduloZGo, and {z1, ..., zt} ~ NG(J) ~ K
coset representatives of G modulo M)Go, such that {xl} = {zuyv} satisfies
Lemma 6.5

for J.

PROOF: The Yv,
then in K ~

those xiinside M)Go, can be taken in
Then take zu of the form xly-1v.

initially

ZMj(MJo).

Mit

and

QED
LEMMA 6.8 : Let J

E

Car(G) and {x1,
not change the

...

conjugation of G by xl does

in the relative

,

xr}

value

Plancherel formula of Theorem

as

in Lemma 6.5. Then

of the weighting factor

6.2.

T + i03BD~ to
PROOF: Let x ~ {x1,
... , xr}. Conjugation by x sends (a,
T + i03BD~, hence multiplies
T +
~03B1, 7’X +
iv)
by det(w) where w E W(G, J) is represented by x. That doesn’t change
the absolute value. Similarly, Ad(x) sends real roots to real roots because
x E K, and thus sends

i03BDx~ = ~03B1x-1,

03A003B1~03A6+(gC,iC)~03B1,

k · p03B1(~x: 03BDx)=k·p03B1x-1(~: 03BD),
03A003B1~03A6+R(g,i)p03B1(~: v ) by ±1, which doesn’t change the
k = deg

~,

to

hence multiplies
absolute value.

QED
We will use superscript ° for representations of
ZG°, and of their characters. Similarly we will use
representations and characters of M~JG0.

ZMJ(M0J) ~ ZG0,

LEMMA 6.9 : Let J E

Car( G), 7TT a

superscript ~

of
for

relative discrete series representation

of
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Mo,
and

~0 ~ {ZMJ(M0J) ~ ZG0}^ with
Xh ZMJ(MJ ) by

and

03C0.

Define integers

n,,

E

representations

Then

PROOF: This is induction
under conjugation from

by stages using invariance

of

03BD ~ i*p

and of

r

ZMJ(MJo):

Car( G ). Then J c M~JG0
03BD)~ = 7T(J: ~: T: v).

LEMMA 6.10: Let J E

Indt;eo7T(J:
PROOF: If

x

X:

T:

E JK then Ad( x )

is inner

on

M0J

and

so x E

M~J. Now induction

by stages:

= RHS.

QED
We

now

combine Lemmas 6.4
r

through

6.10. Let

f E C~c(G).

Then
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where

(xl,

Using

Lemma 6.4,

...

,

x, 1

is any set of coset

representatives of

G modulo

ZGO.

where

O(J ~ ZGO: X°:

03BD)0((f |ZG0)xl) is not changed when

x is
of
the
distribution
invariance
0398(J
~
replaced by any x’ ex, ZG 0, by
ZG 0: x°: T : v) 0. Thus we may interchange 03A3rl=1 and LJECar(e), and in
the terms for a given J we may assume ( x 1,
xr} of the form {zuyv}
as in Lemma 6.7. Now

Notice that

T:

...

LEMMA 6.11:

If f ~ C~c(G)

,

then

In order to lift the integratiôn
Lemma 6.11, we will need

from

(ZJ(MJo) ~ ZG T to ZMJ(M0J)^ in
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LEMMA 6.12 : There is
such that

where

unique positive Radon

measure

d~

on

ZMJ(MJOy

as in (6.3) and x| denotes restriction to ZMJ(M0J)
d~ is independent of choice 01 Z such that Z r1 G0 =
compact then d~ is counting measure.

d~0 is normalized

ZG0.
ZG0. If
~

a

The

measure

ZMJ(M0J) is

PROOF: The right hand side of the formula (6.13) defining d~ is a
positive Radon measure because, given XO, mult(~0, ~|) = 0 for all but
finitely many x. For independence of Z it suffices to consider a finite
index subgroup Zl c Z such that Zl ~ GO ZG0 and Zl is normal in G.
Denote
=

and write ~, XI and X 2 for their
right hand side of (6.13) is

where

we use

(6.3).

Now break up

respective representations.

1z

and obtain

03A6(~) mult(~2, XI) mult(Xl’ x21) deg(Xl) d03B61

Then the
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where at the last step we again used (6.3). But this is just the right hand
side of (6.13) with Z, in place of Z. That proves independence of d~
from the choice of Z. The statement on counting measure is clear.

QED

Compute

because

the y, centralize i
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by

Lemma 6.10

applied

to

induction from ZG0 to

by Frobenius Reciprocity, because
duced character is supported in ZG

L’~

=

L’o here,

by Lemma 6.12. Here m ( J: X: T: v ) is defined
Substituting this into Lemma 6.11 we have
LEMMA 6.14:

If f E C~c(G)

M~JG0

and because the in-

in Lemma 6.14 below.

then

where m(J: ~: T: v) denotes any m(J ~ ZGO: XO: T: v) such that Xo is a
~ ZG °.
summand of x
Since MJGo is normal in G, Lemma 6.10, with the observation that the
resulting character is supported in MjtG, gives us

| ZMJ(M0J)

Thus

we can

rewrite Lemma 6.14

as
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LEMMA 6.15 :

Now

IllE Ccoo( G)

then

~|ZMJ(M0J)~ZG0 = 03A3(~0)y-1 vJ

restriction. As Yu

centralizes i, Yu E

XO is any summand of
03B3yv03B1 ya1 by (4.15). Thus

where
so

p03B1(~: 03BD) ( defined in Lemma 6.16 just below) is a direct sum
the scalar matrix P,,,,(Xo: v). Thus, as in Lemma 4.16,

so

LEMMA 6.16 : Let ~ ~
Then

p03B1(~: 03BD)

is

a

=

ZMJ(M0J)^,

k

=

deg

the

=

X, 03B1 ~

03A6R(g, i)

of copies of
and

v

E i;.

sinh 03C003BD03B1 ·Ik

scalar matrix,

equal

to

p03B1(~0: v). Ik for any irreducible summand ~0

Of

Finally, combine
=

Lemmas 6.15 and 6.16
The result is

using

[ZG(G0)/Z]/[G/ZG0]

1/[G/ZG(G0)G0].

THEOREM 6.17 : ( Global Plancherel Formula). Let G be
the general class (1.1).
IllE C~c(G), then

a

reductive group in
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[03C01(G1C)] as in Lemma 6.1,
p03B1(~: 03BD) as in Lemma 6.16, where

where
X tr

c

=

and where H is

a

fundamental

Cartan

See Theorem 4.18 for further

where

p03B1(~: 03BD) = (deg ~)-1

subgroup.

explanation

of notation.
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